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In this paper we investigate logical metonymy, i.e., constructions where the argument of a
word in syntax appears to be different from that argument in logical form (e.g.,enjoy the book
means enjoy reading the book, andeasy problemmeans a problem that is easy to solve). The sys-
tematic variation in the interpretation of such constructions suggests a rich and complex theory
of composition on the syntax/semantics interface (Pustejovsky, 1995). Linguistic accounts of log-
ical metonymy typically fail to exhaustively describe all the possible interpretations, or they don’t
rank those interpretations in terms of their likelihood. In view of this, we acquire the meanings
of metonymic verbs and adjectives from a large corpus and propose a probabilistic model which
provides a ranking on the set of possible interpretations. We identify the interpretations automat-
ically by exploiting the consistent correspondences between surface syntactic cues and meaning.
We evaluate our results against paraphrase judgements elicited experimentally from humans,
and show that the model’s ranking of meanings correlates reliably with human intuitions.

1 Introduction

Much work in lexical semantics has been concerned with accounting for regular polysemy,
i.e., the regular and predictable sense alternations certain classes of words are subject to (Apres-
jan, 1973). It has been argued that in some cases, the different interpretations must arise from
the interactionbetween the semantics of the words during syntactic composition, rather than
by exhaustively listing all the possible senses of a word in distinct lexical entries (Pustejovsky,
1991). The class of cases which Pustejovsky (1991; 1995) has called logical metonymy is one
such example. These are cases where additional meaning arises for particular verb/noun and ad-
jective/noun combinations in a systematic way: the verb (or adjective) semantically selects for an
event-type argument, which is a different semantic type to that denoted by the noun. Neverthe-
less, the value of this event is predictable from the semantics of the noun. An example of verbal
logical metonymy is given in (1) and (2): (1a) usually means (1b) and (2a) usually means (2b).

(1)a. Mary finished the cigarette.
b. Mary finished smoking the cigarette.

(2)a. Mary finished her beer.
b. Mary finished drinking her beer.

Note how the events in these examples correspond to the purpose of the object denoted by the
noun: the purpose of a cigarette is to smoke it and the purpose of a beer is to drink it. This
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observation is quite general across the data, and that’s why the value of the event is largely
predictable. Similarly, (3a) means a problem that is easy to solve; (3b) means a language that is
difficult to learn, speak, or write; (3c) means a cook that cooks well, (3d) means a soup that tastes
good, (3e) is someone who programmes fast, and (3f) is a plane that flies quickly.

(3)a. easy problem
b. difficult language
c. good cook
d. good soup
e. fast programmer
f. fast plane

The interpretations of logical metonymies can typically be rendered with a paraphrase, as
we have indicated for the above examples. Verb-nouns are paraphrased with a progressive or
infinitive VP which is the complement of the polysemous verb (e.g.,smokingin (1b)) and whose
object is the NP figuring in the verb-noun combination (e.g.,cigarettein (1b)). Adjective-noun
combinations are usually paraphrased with a verb modified by the adjective in question or its
corresponding adverb. For example, aneasy problemis a problem that is easy to solve or a
problem that one can solve easily (see (3a)).

Logical metonymy has been extensively studied in the lexical semantics literature. Previous
approaches have focused on descriptive (Vendler, 1968) or theoretical accounts (Pustejovsky,
1991; Pustejovsky, 1995; Briscoe, Copestake, and Boguraev, 1990), on the linguistic constraints
on the phenomenon (Godard and Jayez, 1993; Pustejovsky and Bouillon, 1995; Copestake and
Briscoe, 1995; Copestake, 2001), and the influence of discourse context on the interpretation of
metonymies (Briscoe, Copestake, and Boguraev, 1990; Lascarides and Copestake, 1998; Ver-
spoor, 1997). McElree et al. (2001) investigated the on-line processing of metonymic expres-
sions; their results indicate that humans display longer reading times for sentences like (1a) than
for sentences like (1b).

There are at least two challenges in providing an adequate account for logical metonymy.
The first concernssemi-productivity: there is a wealth of evidence that metonymic construc-
tions are partially conventionalised, and so resolving metonymy entirely via pragmatic reasoning
(e.g., by computing the purpose of the object that is denoted by the noun according to real world
knowledge) will over-generate the possible interpretations (Hobbs et al., 1993). For example, the
logical metonymies in (4) sound odd, even though pragmatics suggests an interpretation (because
world knowledge assigns a purpose to the object denoted by the NP):

(4)a. ?John enjoyed the dictionary.
b. ?John enjoyed the door.
c. ?John began/enjoyed the highway.
d. ?John began the bridge.

Sentence (4a) is odd because the purpose of dictionaries is torefer to them, orto consult
them. These are (point-like) achievements and cannot easily combine withenjoy which has to
be true of an event with significant duration. Domain knowledge assigns doors, highways, and
bridges a particular purpose, and so the fact that the sentences in (4b)–(4d)) are odd indicates
that metonymic interpretations are subject to conventional constraints (Godard and Jayez, 1993).

The second challenge concerns thediversityof possible interpretations of metonymic con-
structions. This diversity is attested across and within metonymic constructions. Metonymic
verbs and adjectives are able to take on different meanings depending on their local context,
viz., the noun or noun class they select as objects (in the case of verbs) or modify (in the case
of adjectives). Consider the examples in (1) where the meaning of the verbfinish varies depend-
ing on the object it selects. Similarly, the adjectivegood receives different interpretations when
modifying the nounscook andsoup(see (3c,d)).
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While we’ve observed that some logical metonymies are odd even though pragmatics sug-
gests an interpretation (e.g., (4c)), Vendler (1968) acknowledges that other logical metonymies
have more than one plausible interpretation. In order to account for the meaning of adjective-
noun combinations Vendler (1968, 92) points out that “in most cases not one verb, but a family of
verbs is needed”. For examplefast scientistcan mean a scientist who does experiments quickly,
publishes quickly, and so on.

Vendler (1968) further observes that the noun figuring in an adjective-noun combination
is usually the subject or object of the paraphrasing verb. Althoughfast usually triggers a verb-
subject interpretation (see (3e,f)),easyanddifficult trigger verb-object interpretations (see (3a,b)).
An easy problemis usually a problem that one solves easily (soproblemis the object ofsolve),
and adifficult languageis a language that one learns, speaks, or writes with difficulty (solan-
guageis the object of learn, speak, and write). Adjectives likegood allow either verb-subject
or verb-object interpretations: agood cookis a cook who cooks well whereasgood soupis a
soup that tastes good. These subject and object biases can even explain the semi-productivity of
adjective-noun combinations; for example, thateasy programmerandfast problemare odd.

All of these interpretations offast scientist, difficult languageor good soupseem highly
plausible ‘out-of-context’, though one interpretation may be favoured over another in a particu-
lar context. In fact, in sufficiently rich contexts, pragmatics can even override the conventional
interpretations: Lascarides and Copestake (1998) suggest that (5c) means (5d) and not (5e):

(5)a. All the office personnel took part in the company sports day last week.
b. One of the programmers was a good athlete, but the other was struggling to finish

the courses.
c. The fast programmer came first in the 100m.
d. The programmer who runs fast came first in the 100m.
e. The programmer who programs fast came first in the 100m.

The discourse context can also ameliorate highly marked logical metonymies, such as (4c):

(6)a. John uses two highways to get to work every morning.
b. He first takes H-280 and then H-101.
c. He always enjoys H-280,
d. but the traffic jams on H-101 frustrate him.

Arguably the most influential account of logical metonymy is Pustejovsky’s theory of the
Generative Lexicon (1991; 1995). He avoids enumerating the various senses for adjectives likefast
and verbs likefinish by exploiting a rich lexical semantics for nouns. The lexical entry for an
artifact-denoting noun includes aqualia structure: this specifies key features of the word’s mean-
ing that are in some sense derivable from real world knowledge but which are lexicalised so as
to influence conventional processes. The qualia structure includes a telic role (i.e., the purpose
of the object denoted by the noun) and an agentive role (i.e., the event which brought the object
into existence). Thus the lexical entry forbook includes a telic role with a value equivalent to
readand an agentive role with a value equivalent towrite, whereas forcigarettethe telic role is
equivalent tosmokeand the agentive role is equivalent toroll or manufacture.

Whenfinish combines with an object-denoting NP, a metonymic interpretation is constructed
where the missing information is provided by the qualia structure of the NP. More technically,
semantic composition offinish with cigarettecauses the semantic type of the noun to beco-
ercedinto its telic event (or its agentive event), and the semantic relation corresponding to the
metonymic verb (finish) predicates over this event. This results in an interpretation of (1a) equiv-
alent to (1b). Verbs likebeginandenjoybehave in a similar way.Enjoy the bookcan mean enjoy
reading the book because ofbook’s telic role or because ofbook’s agentive role. In fact, the agen-
tive reading is less typical forbook than the telic one, but for other nouns the opposite is true;
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e.g.,begin the tunnelcan mean begin building the tunnel, but the interpretation that is equivalent
to begin going through the tunnel is highly marked. There is also variation in the relative like-
lihood of interpretations among different metonymic verbs. We return to this issue shortly. The
adjective/noun combinations are treated along similar lines. Thus the logical polysemy of words
like finish andfast is not accounted for by exhaustive listing.1

In contrast to the volume of theoretical work on logical metonymy, very little empirical work
has tackled the topic. Briscoe et al. (1990) investigate the presence of verbal logical metonymies
in naturally occurring text by looking into data extracted from the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus
(LOB, one million words). Verspoor (1997) undertakes a similar study in the British National
Corpus (BNC, 100 million words). Both studies investigate how widespread the use of logical
metonymy is, and how far the interpretation for metonymic examples can be recovered from the
head noun’s qualia structure, assuming one knows what the qualia structure for any given noun is.
None of these studies are concerned with the automatic generation of interpretations for logical
metonymies and the determination of their likelihood.

Although conceptually elegant, Pustejovsky’s (1995) theory of the Generative Lexicon does
not aim to provide an exhaustive description of the telic roles that a given noun may have. How-
ever, these are crucial for interpreting verb-noun and adjective-noun metonymies. In contrast to
Vendler (1968), who acknowledges the fact that logical metonymies may trigger more than one
interpretation (in other words, there may be more than one possible event associated with the
noun in question), Pustejovsky implicitly assumes that nouns or noun classes have one—perhaps
default—telic role. He doesn’t systematically investigate the relative degree of ambiguity of the
various cases of logical metonymy (e.g., the ‘out of context’ possible readings forfast scientist
suggest thatfast scientistexhibits a higher degree of semantic ambiguity thanfast plane). One
could conceivably represent this by the generality of the semantic type of the telic role in the
various nouns (e.g., assign the telic role ofscientista relatively general type of event compared
with that for plane). But this simply transfers the problem: the degree of generality in lexical
representation is highly idiosyncratic and we need to acquire this information from linguistic
evidence; furthermore, for nouns with a general telic role, pragmatics would have to do ‘more
work’ to augment the general interpretation with a more specific one, and ideally we need to
compute this in a systematic way. Even in theories where more than one interpretation is pro-
vided (see Vendler, 1968), no information is given with respect to the relative likelihood of these
interpretations.

Pustejovsky’s account also doesn’t predict the degree of variation of interpretations for a
given noun among the different metonymic verbs: for example, the fact thatbegin the houseis,
intuitively at least, more likely to resolve to an agentive-role interpretation (i.e., begin building
the house) than a telic-role interpretation (i.e., begin living in the house), while the reverse is
true ofenjoy the house. Ideally, we would like a model of logical metonymy which reflects this
variation in interpretation.

In this paper we aim to complement the theoretical work on the interpretation of logical
metonymy by addressing the following questions: (a) Can the meanings of metonymic adjective-
noun and verb-noun combinations be acquired automatically from corpora? (b) Can we constrain
the number of interpretations by providing a ranking on the set of possible meanings? (c) Can
we determine if an adjective has a preference for a verb-subject or verb-object interpretation?
We provide a probabilistic model which uses distributional information extracted from a large
corpus to automatically interpret logical metonymies without recourse to pre-existing taxonomies
or manually annotated data.

1 Other lexical accounts, such as Copestake and Briscoe (1995), differ from Pustejovsky’s (1995) in that the
‘coercion’ is treated as internal to the semantics of the metonymic verb or adjective rather than the noun; motivation
for this comes fromco-predicationdata; such as the acceptability offast and intelligent typistandJohn picked up
and finished his beer.
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The differences among the theoretical accounts—for example that Copestake and Briscoe
(1995) treat the type coercion as internal to the metonymic word where Pustejovsky (1995) treats
it as part of the noun—do not matter for our purposes, because we aim to provide information
about metonymic interpretations that is compatible with either account. More specifically, we
are concerned with using a real language corpus to automatically acquire the semantic value of
the event that is part of the interpretation. We abstract away from theoretical concepts such as
semantic type coercion, and instead utilise co-occurrence frequencies in the corpus to predict
metonymic interpretations. Very roughly, we acquire a ranked set of interpretationsenjoy V-ing
the bookfor the constructionenjoy the bookby estimating the probabilities that V is enjoyed
and that it is something done to books; and we estimate these probabilities on the basis of the
corpus frequencies for V appearing as a (verbal) complement toenjoy and for V takingbook
as its object. Similarly, we acquire a ranked set of verb-subject interpretations offast planeby
estimating the likelihood of seeingthe plane VsandVs quickly in the corpus. See Sections 2
and 3 for more details and motivation of these models.

Our results not only show that we can predict meaning differences when the same adjective
or verb is associated with different nouns, but we can also derive—taking into account Vendler’s
(1968) observation—a cluster of meanings for a single verb/adjective-noun combination. We can
also predict meaning differences for a given noun associated with different metonymic verbs and
adjectives. We evaluate our results by comparing the model’s predictions against human judge-
ments and show that the model’s ranking of meanings correlates reliably with human intuitions.

However, the model is limited in its scope. It is suited for the interpretation of well-formed
metonymic constructions. But it does not distinguish odd metonymies (see (4)) from acceptable
ones: in both cases, paraphrases will be generated, at least in principle (see Section 2.1 for expla-
nation and motivation). In particular, the model does notlearn conventional constraints, such as
enjoy must take an event of duration as its argument (Godard and Jayez, 1993). However, such
constraints are potentially captured indirectly: if the above conventional constraint is right,enjoy
referring toshould not be attested in the corpus and hence according to our model it won’t be
part of a possible paraphrase forenjoy the dictionary(see Sections 2.4.2 and 2.5.3 for further
discussion). Further, since the model abstracts away from semantic type coercion, it does not
distinguish between uses of a verb/adjective which are claimed in the lexical semantics literature
to be metonymic uses (e.g.,enjoy the book, fast programmer) and those which are claimed to be
non-metonymic uses (e.g.,enjoy the marriage, fast run-time). Again, the model of interpretation
presented here will generate paraphrases for all these cases (e.g., it will paraphraseenjoy the mar-
riage as enjoy going to or participating in the marriage andfast run-timeas run-time that goes
by or passes quickly). The model also does not take discourse context into account; e.g., it will
not predict the intuitive interpretation of (5e)). Rather, it determines the most dominant meanings
for a given metonymic construction overall, across all of its instances in the corpus. Thus over-
all, further work would be needed to fully integrate our model of interpretation with those from
generative, lexical semantics (Briscoe, Copestake, and Boguraev, 1990; Pustejovsky, 1995).

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in the first part (Section 2) we present
our probabilistic model of verbal logical metonymy and describe the model parameters. In Ex-
periment 1 we use the model to derive the meaning paraphrases for verb-noun combinations ran-
domly selected from theBNC (see Section 2.3) and formally evaluate our results against human
intuitions. Experiment 2 demonstrates that when compared against human judgements our model
outperforms a naive baseline in deriving a preference ordering for the meanings of verbal-noun
combinations and Experiment 3 evaluates an extension of the basic model. In the second part
(Section 3), we focus on adjectival logical metonymy. Section 3.1 introduces our probabilistic
formalisation for polysemous metonymic adjectives and Sections 3.3–3.6 present our experi-
ments and evaluate our results. Overall, the automatically acquired model of logical metonymy
reliably correlates with human intuitions and also predicts the relative degree of ambiguity and
acceptability of the various metonymic constructions. In Section 5 we review related work and
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conclude in Section 6.

2 Metonymic Verbs

2.1 The Model
Consider the verb-noun combinations in (7) and (8). Our task is to come up with (7b) and (8b)
as appropriate interpretations for (7a) and (8a). While the interpretations of (7a) and (8a) are
relatively straightforward for English speakers given their general knowledge about coffees and
films and the activities or events associated with them, a probabilistic model requires detailed
information about words and their interdependencies in order to generate the right interpreta-
tion. Examples of such interdependencies are verbs co-occurring withcoffee(e.g.,drink, make,
prepare) or verbs that are related withbegin(e.g.,make, realise, understand).

(7)a. John began the coffee.
b. John began drinking the coffee.

(8)a. Mary enjoyed the film.
b. Mary enjoyed watching the film.

A relatively straightforward approach to the interpretation of (7a) and (8a) would be to ex-
tract from the corpus (via parsing) paraphrases for which the additional information (e.g.,drink-
ing andwatching), which is absent from (7a) and (8a), is fleshed out. In other words, we would
like to find in the corpus sentences whose main verb isbeginfollowed either by the progressive
VP complementdrinking or by the infinitiveto drink, selecting for the NPcoffeeas its object. In
the general case we would like to find the activities or events related both to the verbbeginand
the nouncoffee(e.g.,drinking, buying, making, preparing). Similarly, in order to paraphrase (8a)
we need information about the VP complements which are associated withenjoy and can take
film as their object (e.g.,watching, making, shooting).

The above paraphrase-based model is attractive given its simplicity: all we need to do is
count the co-occurrences of a verb, its complements, and their objects. The approach is unsuper-
vised, no manual annotation is required, and no corpus-external resources are used. Such a model
relies on the assumption that the interpretations of (7a) and (7b) can be approximated by their
usage, i.e., it assumes that there is an equal likelihood of uttering the metonymic construction
as well as its interpretation. However, this assumption is not borne out. Only four sentences in
theBNC are relevant for the interpretation ofbegin coffee(see (9)); likewise, four sentences are
relevant for the interpretation ofenjoy film (see (10)).

(9)a. Siegfried bustled in, muttered a greeting and began topour his coffee.
b. She began topour coffee.
c. Jenna began toserve the coffee.
d. Victor begandispensing coffee.

(10)a. I was given a good speaking part and enjoyedmaking the film.
b. He’s enjoyingmaking the film.
c. Courtenay enjoyedmaking the film.
d. I enjoy most music and enjoywatching good films.
e. Did you enjoyacting alongside Marlon Brando in the recent film The Freshman?

The attested sentences in (9) are misleading if they are taken as the only evidence for the
interpretation ofbegin coffee; for on their own they suggest that the most likely interpretation for
begin coffeeis begin to pour coffee, whereas begin to serve coffee and begin dispensing coffee
are equally likely as they are attested in the corpus only once. Note that the sentences in (9) fail
to capture begin to drink coffee as a potential interpretation forbegin coffee. On the basis of the
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Table 1
BNC frequencies forbegin

Examples beginNP beginV-ing NP

begin book 35 17
begin sandwich 4 0
begin beer 2 1
begin speech 21 4
begin solo 1 1
begin song 19 8
begin story 31 15

Table 2
BNC frequencies forenjoy

Examples enjoy NP enjoy V-ing NP

enjoy symphony 34 30
enjoy movie 5 1
enjoy coffee 8 1
enjoy book 23 9
like movie 18 3

Table 3
BNC frequencies forwant

Examples want NP want V-ing NP

want cigarette 18 3
want beer 15 8
want job 116 60

sentences in (10), enjoy making the film is the most likely interpretation for (8a), whereas enjoy
watching the film and enjoy acting in the film are equally likely.

This finding complies with Briscoe et al.’s (1990) results for theLOB corpus:beginV NP
is very rare when the value of V corresponds to a highly plausible interpretation ofbegin NP.
Indeed, one can predict that problems with finding evidence forbeginV NP will occur on the
basis of Gricean principles of language production, where the heuristicbe brief(which is part of
the maxim of Manner) will compel speakers to utterbegin coffeeas opposed tobeginV coffee
if V is one of the plausible interpretations ofbegin coffee. Thus on the basis of this Gricean
reasoning, one might expect metonymies like (7a) and (8a) to occur with greater frequencies
than their respective paraphrases (see (7b) and (8b)). Tables 1–3 showBNC counts of verb-noun
metonymies (commonly cited in the lexical semantics literature (Pustejovsky, 1995; Verspoor,
1997)) and their corresponding interpretations when these attested in the corpus. The data in
Tables 1–3 indicates that metonymic expressions are more often attested in theBNC with NPs
rather than with VP complements.

The discrepancy between an interpretation and its usage could be circumvented by us-
ing a corpus labelled explicitly with interpretation paraphrases. Lacking such a corpus we will
sketch below an approach to the interpretation of metonymies which retains the simplicity of the
paraphrase-based account but no longer assumes a tight correspondence between a metonymic
interpretation and its usage. We present an unsupervised method which generates interpretations
for verbal metonymies without recourse to manually annotated data or taxonomic information; it
only requires a part-of-speech tagged corpus and a partial parser.

We model the interpretation of a verbal metonymy as the joint distributionP�e�o�v� of three
variables: the metonymic verbv (e.g.,enjoy), its objecto (e.g.,film), and the sought after inter-
pretatione(e.g.,making, watching, directing). By choosing the ordering�e�v�o� for the variables
e, v, ando, we can factorP�e�o�v� as follows:

P�e�o�v� � P�e� �P�v�e� �P�o�e�v� (11)
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The probabilitiesP�e�, P�v�e�, andP�o�e�v� can be estimated using maximum likelihood as fol-
lows:

P̂�e� �
f �e�

∑
i

f �ei�
(12)

P̂�v�e� � f �v�e�
f �e�

(13)

P̂�o�e�v� � f �o�e�v�
f �e�v�

(14)

AlthoughP�e� andP�v�e� can be estimated straightforwardly from a corpus (f �e� amounts
to the number of the times a given verbe is attested,∑

i
f �ei� is the sum of all verbs found in

the corpus (excluding modals and auxiliaries), andP�v�e� can be obtained through parsing, by
counting the number times a verbv takeseas its complement), the estimation ofP�o�e�v� is prob-
lematic. It presupposes that co-occurrences of metonymic expressions and their interpretations
are to be found in a given corpus but as we’ve seen previously there is a discrepancy between
a metonymic interpretation and its usage. In fact, metonymies occur more frequently than their
overt interpretations (expressed by the termf �o�e�v� in (14)) and the interpretations in question
are not explicitly marked in our corpus. We will therefore make the following approximation:

P�o�e�v�� P�o�e� (15)

P̂�o�e� � f �o�e�
f �e�

(16)

The rationale behind this approximation is that the likelihood of seeing a nouno as the object
of an evente is largely independent of whethere is the complement of another verb. In other
words,v is conditionally independent ofe, since the likelihood ofo is (largely) determined on
the basis ofe and not ofv. Consider again example (8a):Mary enjoyed the film. Here,film, the
object ofenjoy, is more closely related to the underspecified interpretatione rather than toenjoy.
For example, watching movies is more likely than eating movies, irrespectively of whether Mary
enjoyed or liked watching them. We estimateP�o�e� as shown in (16). The simplification in (15)
results in a compact model with a relatively small number of parameters which can be estimated
straightforwardly from the corpus in an unsupervised manner. By substituting equations (12),
(13), and (16) into (11) and simplifying the relevant terms, (11) is rewritten as follows:

P�e�o�v� �
f �v�e� � f �o�e�

∑
i

f �ei� � f �e�
(17)

Assume we want to generate meaning paraphrases for the verb-nounpairenjoy film (see (8a)).
Table 4 lists the most frequent events related with the verbenjoy and the most frequent verbs
which takefilm as their object (we describe how the frequenciesf �v�e� and f �o�e� were ob-
tained in the following section). We can observe thatseeing, watching, andmakingare all events
associated withenjoy and withfilm, and will be therefore generated as likely paraphrases for
the metonymic expressionenjoy film (see Table 4 where the underlined verbs indicate common
complements between the metonymic verb and its object).
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Table 4
Most frequent complements ofenjoy andfilm

f �enjoy�e� f �film�e�

play 44 make 176
watch 42 be 154
work with 35 see 89
read 34 watch 65
make 27 show 42
see 24 produce 29
meet 23 have 24
go to 22 use 21
use 17 do 20
take 15 get 18

Note that the model in (17) does not represent the fact that the metonymic verbv may
have a subject. This in practice means that the model cannot distinguish between the different
readings for (18a) and (18b): in (18a) the doctor enjoyed watching the film, whereas in (18b)
the director enjoyed making or directing the film. The model in (17) will generate the set of
events that are associated with enjoying films (e.g.,watching, making, seeing, going to) ignoring
the contribution of the sentential subject. We present in Section 2.5.1 an extension of the basic
model which takes sentential subjects into account.

(18)a. The doctor enjoyed the film.
b. The director enjoyed the film.

It is important to stress that the probabilistic model outlined above is a model of theinter-
pretationrather than thegrammaticalityof metonymic expressions. In other words, we do not
assume that our model can distinguish between well-formed and odd metonymic expressions (see
the examples in (4)). In fact, it will generally provide a set of interpretation paraphrases, even
for odd formulations. The model in (11) has no component that corresponds to the occurrence of
v ando together. Choosing the ordering�o�v�e� for the variableso, e, andv would result in the
following derivation forP�e�v�o�:

P�e�o�v� � P�o� �P�v�o� �P�e�o�v� (19)

The termP�v�o� in (19) explicitly takes into account the likelihood of occurrence of the metonymic
expression. This means that no interpretation will be provided for odd metonymies likeenjoy
the highwayas long as they are not attested in the corpus. Such a model penalises, however,
well-formed metonymies which arenot attested in the corpus. A striking example isenjoy the
ice-creamwhich a plausible metonymy, not attested at all in the BNC and thus by (19) would
be incorrectly assigned no interpretations. This is because the maximum likelihood estimate of
P�v�o� relies on the co-occurrence frequencyf �v�o� which is zero forenjoy the ice-cream. But
the probabilistic model in (11) will generate meaning paraphrases for metonymic verb-object
pairs that have not been attested in the corpus as long as the co-occurrence frequenciesf �v�e�
and f �o�e� are available.

Finally, note that our model is ignorant with respect to the discourse context within which
a given sentence is embedded. This means that it will come up with the same ranked set of
meanings for (20b), irrespectively of whether it is preceded by sentence (20a) or (21a). The
model thus does not focus on the meaning of individual corpus tokens; instead it determines the
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most dominant meanings for a given verb/noun combination overall, across all of its instances in
the corpus.

(20)a. Who is making the cigarettes for tomorrow’s party?
b. John finished three cigarettes.
c. John finished making three cigarettes.

(21)a. Why is the room filled with smoke?
b. John finished three cigarettes.
c. John finished smoking three cigarettes.

2.2 Parameter Estimation
We estimated the parameters of the model outlined in the previous section from a part-of-speech
tagged and lemmatised version of theBNC, a 100 million word collection of samples of written
and spoken language from a wide range of sources designed to represent current British English
(Burnard, 1995).

The countsf �v�e� and f �o�e� (see (17)) were obtained automatically from a partially parsed
version of the BNC which was created using Cass (Abney, 1996), a robust chunk parser designed
for the shallow analysis of noisy text. The parser’s built-in function was employed to extract tu-
ples of verb-subjects and verb-objects (see (22)). Although verb-subject relations are not relevant
for the present model, they are important for capturing the influence of the sentential subject (see
Section 2.5) and modelling the interpretations of polysemous adjectives (which we discuss in the
second part of the paper, see Section 3).

(22)a. change situation SUBJ

b. come off heroin OBJ

c. deal with situation OBJ

(23)a. isolated people SUBJ

b. smile good SUBJ

The tuples obtained from the parser’s output are an imperfect source of information about
argument relations. Bracketing errors, as well as errors in identifying chunk categories accurately,
result in tuples whose lexical items do not stand in a verb-argument relationship. For example,
inspection of the originalBNC sentences from which the tuples in (23) were derived reveal that
the verbbe is missing from (23a) and the nounsmile is missing from (23b) (see the sentences
in (24)).

(24)a. Wenger found that more than half the childless old people in her study of rural
Wales saw a relative, a sibling, niece, nephew or cousin at least once a week,
though in inner city London there were more isolated old people.

b. I smiled my best smile down the line.

In order to compile a comprehensive count of verb-argument relations we discarded tuples
containing verbs or nouns attested in a verb-argument relationship only once. Instances of the
verbbe were also eliminated since they contribute no semantic information with respect to the
events or activities that are possibly associated with the noun with which the verb is combined.
Particle verbs (see (22b)) were retained only if the particle was adjacent to the verb. Verbs fol-
lowed by the prepositionby and a head noun were considered instances of verb-subject rela-
tions. The verb-object tuples also included prepositional objects (see (22c)). It was assumed that
PPs adjacent to the verb headed by either of the prepositionsin, to, for, with, on, at, from, of,
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Table 5
Tuples extracted from theBNC

Tokens Types
Relation Parser Filtering Tuples Verbs Nouns
SUBJ 4,759,950 4,587,762 737,390 14,178 25,900
OBJ 3,723,998 3,660,897 1,078,053 12,026 35,867

into, through, andupon were prepositional objects.2 This resulted in 737,390 distinct types of
verb-subject pairs and 1,077,103 distinct types of verb-object pairs (see Table 5 which contains
information about the tuples extracted from the corpus before and after the filtering).

The frequencyf �v�e� represents verbs taking progressive or infinitive VP complements.
These were extracted from the parser’s output by looking for verbs followed by progressive or
infinitival complements (a special tag,VDG, is reserved in theBNC for verbs in the progressive).
The latter were detected by looking for verbs followed by infinitives (indicated by the markerto
(TO0) and a verb in base form (VVI )). The examples below illustrate the information extracted
from the parser’s output for obtaining the frequencyf �v�e� which collapsed counts for progres-
sive and infinitive complements.

(25)a. I had started to write a love-story. start write
b. She started to cook with simplicity. start cook
c. The suspect attempted to run off. attempt run off

(26)a. I am going to start writing a book. start write
b. I’ve really enjoyed working with you. enjoy work with
c. The phones began ringing off the hook. begin ring off

Note that some verbs (e.g.,start) allow both an infinitival and a progressive complement
(see (25a) and (26a), respectively), whereas other verbs (e.g.,attempt) allow only one type of
complement (see (25c)). Even for verbs that allow both types of complements there exist syntac-
tic contexts where the two complement types are in complementary distribution:to start writing
occurs 15 times in the BNC, whereasto start to writeoccurs zero times. The situation is reversed
for starting writingandstarting to write, for the former occurs zero times and the latter occurs
seven times. Choosing to focus only on one type of complement would result in a lower count
for f �v�e� than collapsing the counts observed for both types of complements.

Once we have obtained the frequenciesf �v�e� and f �o�e� we can determine the most likely
interpretations for metonymic verb-noun combinations. Note that we may choose to impose
thresholds on the frequenciesf �v�e� and f �o�e� (e.g., f �v�e� � 1 and f �o�e� � 1) depending on
the quality of the parsing data or the type of meaning paraphrases we seek to discover (e.g., likely
versus unlikely ones).

To give an example of the paraphrases generated by our model consider the sentences in
Table 6. These were cited as as examples of logical metonymy in the lexical semantics literature
(Pustejovsky, 1995; Verspoor, 1997). The five most likely interpretations for these metonymies
(and their respective log-transformed probabilities) are illustrated in Table 7. Note that the model
comes up with plausible meanings, some of which overlap with those suggested in the lexical
semantics literature (underlined interpretations indicate agreement between the model and the
literature). Also, the model derives several meanings, as opposed to the single interpretations

2 The POS-tagging of theBNC (Leech, Garside, and Bryant, 1994) distinguishes between verb particles likedown in
climb down the mountainandup in put up the paintingon the one hand, and prepositions on the other. So this
allowed us to distinguish PP complements from NP ones.
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Table 6
Paraphrases for verb-noun combinations taken from the literature

John began the story � telling (Verspoor, 1997, 189)
John began the song � singing (Verspoor, 1997, 189)
John began the sandwich � eating/making (Verspoor, 1997, 167)
Mary wants a job � to have (Pustejovsky, 1995, 45)
John began the book � reading/writing (Verspoor, 1997, 167)
Bill enjoyed Steven King’s last book� reading (Pustejovsky, 1995, 88)
John began the cigarette � smoking (Verspoor, 1997, 167)
Harry wants another cigarette � to smoke (Pustejovsky, 1995, 109)

Table 7
Model-derived paraphrases for verbal metonymies, ranked in order of likelihood

begin story begin song begin sandwich want job
tell �16�34 sing �15�14 bite into�18�12 get �14�87
write �17�02 rehearse �16�15 eat �18�23 lose �15�72
read �17�28 write �16�86 munch �19�13 take �16�40
re-tell �17�45 hum �17�45 unpack �19�14 make �16�52
recount �17�80 play �18�01 make �19�42 create�16�62

begin book enjoy book begin cigarette want cigarette
read �15�49 read �16�48 smoke �16�92 smoke�16�67
write �15�52 write �17�58 roll �17�63 take �18�23
appear in �16�98 browse through�18�56 light �17�76 light �18�45
publish �17�10 look through �19�68 take �18�88 put �18�51
leaf through�17�35 publish �19�93 twitch �19�17 buy �18�64

provided in most cases in the literature. Consider for example the pairbegin storyin Table 7.
Here, not only the interpretationtell is generated but alsowrite, read, re-tell, andrecount. An-
other example isbegin songfor which the model generates the interpretationsrehearse, write,
hum, andplay, besidessing.

The model also exhibits slight variation in the interpretations for a given noun among the dif-
ferent metonymic verbs (comparebegin bookandenjoy book; begin cigaretteandwant cigarette
in Table 7). This is in line with claims made in the lexical semantics literature (Copestake and
Briscoe, 1995; Pustejovsky, 1995; Verspoor, 1997), and it ultimately contributes to an improved
performance against a ‘naive baseline’ model (see Experiment 2).

In some cases, the model comes up with counterintuitive interpretations:bite into is gener-
ated as the most likely interpretation forbegin sandwich(although the latter interpretation is not
so implausible, since eating entails biting into). The model also fails to rankhaveas one of the
five most likely interpretations forwant job (see Table 7). The interpretationsget, andtake, are
however relatively likely; note that they semantically entail the desired interpretation—namely
“have”—as a post-state. The interpretationsmake, andcreateimply the act of hiring rather than
finding a job. Our model cannot distinguish between the two types of interpretations. It also can-
not discover related meanings. For example thatget andtake mean “have” or thattell , re-tell
andrecount(see Table 7) mean “tell”. We return to this issue in Section 4.

In the following section we test our model against verb-noun pairs randomly selected from
the BNC and evaluate the meaning paraphrases it generates against human judgements. We ex-
plore the linear relationship the subjects’ rankings and the model-derived probabilities using
correlation analysis.
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2.3 Experiment 1: Comparison Against Human Judgements
Although there is no standard way to evaluate the paraphrases generated by the model (there is no
gold standard for comparison), a reasonable way to judge the model’s performance would seem
to be agreement with human paraphrase ratings. This can be roughly done by selecting some
metonymic constructions, deriving their paraphrase interpretations using the model outlined in
Section 2.1, eliciting human judgements on these paraphrases, and then looking at how well the
human ratings correlate with the model probabilities for the same paraphrases.

In the following section we describe our method for assembling the set of experimental
materials and eliciting human subject data for the metonymy paraphrasing task. We use correla-
tion analysis to compare the model probabilities against human judgements and explore whether
there is a linear relationship between the model-derived likelihood of a given meaning and its
perceived plausibility.

In Section 2.4.1 we introduce a naive model of verbal metonymy which does not take the
contribution of the metonymic verb into account; metonymic interpretations (i.e., verbs) are sim-
ply expressed in terms of their conditional dependence on their objects. We investigate the naive
model’s performance against the human judgements and the paraphrases generated by our initial
model (see Section 2.4).

2.3.1 Method

Materials and Design.From the lexical semantics literature (Pustejovsky, 1995; Verspoor, 1997;
McElree et al., 2001) we compiled a list of 20 verbs allowing logical metonymy. From these
we randomly selected 12 verbs (attempt, begin, enjoy, finish, expect, postpone, prefer, resist,
start, survive, try, andwant). The selected verbs ranged inBNC frequency from 10.9 per million
to 905.3 per million. Next, we paired each one of them with five nouns randomly selected from
theBNC. The nouns had to be attested in the corpus as the object of the verbs in question. Recall
that verb-object pairs were identified using Abney’s (1996) chunk parser (see Section 2.2 for
details). From the retrieved verb-object pairs, we removed all pairs withBNC frequency of one,
as we did not want to include verb-noun combinations that were potentially unfamiliar to the
subjects. We used the model outlined in Section 2.1 to derive meaning paraphrases for the 60
verb-noun combinations.

Our materials selection procedure abstracts over semantic distinctions which are made in lin-
guistic analyses. For instance, current models of lexical semantics typically assign verbs such as
enjoya non-metonymic sense when it combines with NPs which are purely temporal or eventive
in nature, as inenjoy the marriageor enjoy the lecture(Copestake and Briscoe, 1995; Verspoor,
1997). This is largely because a logical form can be constructed in such cases without the use
of semantic type coercion; the event-denoting NP itself is the argument to the predicateenjoy.
We did not rule out such nouns from our materials, however as our evaluation was conducted on
randomly selected verb-noun pairs.

More generally, we abstract over several criteria that Verspoor (1997) used in distinguishing
metonymic from non-metonymic uses within the corpus, and we adopt a linguistically ‘naive’
approach for two reasons. First, while Verspoor (1997) could deploy more refined criteria because
she was hand-selecting the materials from the corpus and was focusing only on two metonymic
verbs (begin andfinish), our materials were randomly sampled and covered a wider range of
metonymic constructions. And secondly, paraphrases for non-metonymic cases (e.g., thatenjoy
the lecturecan be paraphrased asenjoy attending the lectureor enjoy listening to the lecture)
may be useful for some potentialNLP applications (see the discussion in Section 4.2), since they
provide more detailed information about meaning than would be given by a logical form which
simply featuresenjoy�e�x�e��, wheree� is the (event) variable that denotes the lecture.

Recall from Section 2.2 that thresholding is an option for the countsf �v�e� and f �o�e�. We
derived model paraphrases without employing any thresholds for these counts. Obtainingf �v�e�
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Table 8
Number of generated interpretations as frequency cutoff forf �v�e� and f �o�e� is varied

f �v�e� � 1 f �v�e� � 2 f �v�e� � 3 f �v�e� � 4Verb-noun
f �o�e�� 1 f �o�e�� 2 f �o�e�� 3 f �n�e�� 4

finish gig 11 4 3 1
finish novel 31 11 5 3
finish project 65 20 8 6
finish room 79 25 16 10
finish video 44 16 9 6

Table 9
Ten most likely interpretations forfinish roomas frequency threshold is varied

f �v�e�� 1 f �v�e�� 2 f �v�e�� 3 f �v�e�� 4
f �o�e�� 1 f �o�e�� 2 f �o�e�� 3 f �o�e�� 4

decorate �18�47 decorate �18�47 fill �18�88 fill �18�88
wallpaper �19�07 fill �18�89 clean �19�08 clean �19�08
clean �19�09 clean �19�08 pack �20�17 pack �20�17
paper �19�09 search �20�13 make �20�36 make �20�36
furnish �19�31 pack �20�17 view �20�78 check �21�24
tidy �19�92 make �20�36 check �21�24 use �21�78
search �20�13 dress �20�55 pay �21�53 build �21�96
pack �20�17 view �20�78 use �21�78 give �22�29
make �20�36 check �21�24 build �21�96 prepare �22�45
view �20�78 paint �21�38 give �22�29 take �23�11

from the parsed data was relatively straightforward as there was no structural ambiguity involved.
As far asf �o�e� is concerned, the parser’s output was post-processed to remove potentially erro-
neous information, so there was no reason to believe that the frequenciesf �v�e� and f �o�e� were
noisy. Furthermore, recent work has shown that omitting low-frequency tuples degrades perfor-
mance for language learning tasks such as PP-attachment (Collins and Brooks, 1995; Daele-
mans, van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1999), grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, POS-tagging, and
NP-chunking (Daelemans, van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1999). For our task, employing thresh-
olds for f �v�e� and f �o�e� dramatically decreases the number of derived interpretations. Table 8
shows the decrease in the number of interpretations as the cutoff forf �v�e� and f �o�e� is var-
ied for five verb-object pairs that were included in our experimental study. Note that discarding
counts occurring in the corpus only once reduces the number of interpretations by a factor of
nearly three. Furthermore, applying frequency cutoffs reduces the range of the obtained proba-
bilities, only likely (but not necessarily plausible) interpretations are obtained withf �o�e� � 4
and f �v�e� � 4. However, part of the aims of the experiment outlined below was to explore the
quality of interpretations with varied probabilities. Table 9 displays the ten most likely para-
phrases (and their log-transformed probabilities) forfinish roomas the cutoff for the frequencies
f �v�e� and f �o�e� is varied. Notice that applying a cutoff of three or four eliminates plausible
interpretations such asdecorate, wallpaper, furnish, andtidy. This may be particularly harmful
for verb-noun (or adjective-noun) combinations that allow for for a wide range of interpretations
(as is the case forfinish room).

We estimated the probabilityP�e�o�v� for each verb-noun pair by varying the termv. In or-
der to generate stimuli covering a wide range of paraphrases corresponding to different degrees
of likelihood, for each verb-noun combination we divided the set of generated meanings into
three “probability bands” (High, Medium, and Low) of equal size and randomly chose one in-
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Table 10
Randomly selected example stimuli with log-transformed probabilities derived by the model

Probability BandVerb-noun
High Medium Low

attempt peak climb �20�22 claim �23�53 include �24�85
begin production organise �19�09 influence �21�98 tax �22�79
enjoy city live in �20�77 come to �23�50 cut �24�67
expect reward collect �21�91 claim �23�13 extend �23�52
finish room wallpaper �19�07 construct �22�49 want �24�60
postpone payment make �21�85 arrange �23�21 read �25�92
prefer people talk to �20�52 sit with �22�75 discover �25�26
resist song whistle �22�12 start �24�47 hold �26�50
start letter write �15�59 study �22�70 hear �24�50
survive course give �22�88 make �24�48 write �26�27
try drug take �17�81 grow �22�09 hate �23�88
want hat buy �17�85 examine �21�56 land on �22�38

terpretation from each band. The division ensured that subjects saw a wide range of paraphrases
with different degrees of likelihood.

Our experimental design consisted of two factors: verb-noun pair (Pair) and probability band
(Band). The factorPair included 60 verb-noun combinations and the factorBandhad three levels,
High, Medium, and Low. This yielded a total ofPair � Band= 60�3� 180 stimuli. The 180
stimuli were administered to two separate groups. The first group saw meaning paraphrases for
the verbsattempt, begin, want, enjoy, try, andexpect, whereas the second group saw paraphrases
for finish, prefer, resist, start, postpone, andsurvive. Example stimuli are shown in Table 10.

Each experimental item consisted of two sentences, a sentence containing a metonymic con-
struction (e.g.,Peter started his dinner) and a sentence paraphrasing it (e.g.,Peter started eating
his dinner). The metonymic sentences and their paraphrases were created by the authors as fol-
lows. The selected verb-noun pairs were converted into a simple sentence by adding a sentential
subject and articles or pronouns where appropriate. The sentential subjects were familiar proper
names (BNC corpus frequency� 30 per million) balanced for gender. All sentences were in
the past tense. In the paraphrasing sentences the metonymy was spelled out by converting the
model’s output to a verb taking either a progressive or infinitive VP complement (e.g.,started to
eat or started eating). For verbs allowing both a progressive and an infinitive VP complement
we chose the type of complement with which the verb occurred more frequently in the corpus.
A native speaker of English other than the authors was asked to confirm that the metonymic sen-
tences and their paraphrases were syntactically well-formed (items found syntactically odd were
modified and re-tested). Examples of the experimental stimuli the subjects saw are illustrated
in (27) and (28). The complete list of the experimental items is given in Appendix B.

(27)a. H: Michael attempted the peak Michael attempted to climb the peak
b. M: Michael attempted the peak Michael attempted to claim the peak
c. L: Michael attempted the peak Michael attempted to include the peak

(28)a. H: Jean enjoyed the city Jean enjoyed living in the city
b. M: Jean enjoyed the city Jean enjoyed coming to the city
c. L: Jean enjoyed the city Jean enjoyed cutting the city

Procedure.The experimental paradigm was Magnitude Estimation (ME), a technique standardly
used in psychophysics to measure judgements of sensory stimuli (Stevens, 1975). The ME pro-
cedure requires subjects to estimate the magnitude of physical stimuli by assigning numerical
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values proportional to the stimulus magnitude they perceive. Highly reliable judgements can be
achieved in this fashion for a wide range of sensory modalities, such as brightness, loudness or
tactile stimulation.

The ME paradigm has been extended successfully to the psychosocial domain (Lodge,
1981) and recently Bard, Robertson, and Sorace (1996), and Cowart (1997) showed that lin-
guistic judgements can be elicited in the same way as judgements of sensory or social stimuli.
ME requires subjects to assign numbers to a series of linguistic stimuli in a proportional fashion.
Subjects are first exposed to a modulus item, to which they assign an arbitrary number. All other
stimuli are rated proportional to the modulus. In this way, each subject can establish their own
rating scale, thus yielding maximally fine-grained data and avoiding the known problems with
the conventional ordinal scales for linguistic data (Bard, Robertson, and Sorace, 1996; Cowart,
1997; Sch¨utze, 1996). In particular, ME does not restrict the range of the responses. No matter
which modulus a subject chooses, he or she can subsequently assign a higher or lower judgement
by using multiples or fractions of the modulus.

In the present experiment, each subject took part in an experimental session that lasted ap-
proximately 20 minutes; The experiment was self-paced, and response times were recorded to
allow the data to be screened for anomalies. The experiment was conducted remotely over the
Internet. Subjects accessed the experiment using their web browser, which established an Inter-
net connection to the experimental server running WebExp 2.1 (Keller, Corley, and Scheepers,
2001), an interactive software package for administering web-based psychological experiments.
(For a discussion of WebExp and the validity of web-based data, See Appendix A.

Instructions.Before participating in the actual experiment, subjects were presented with a set of
instructions. The instructions explained the concept of numerical magnitude estimation of line
length. Subjects were instructed to make estimates of line length relative to the first line they
would see, the reference line. Subjects were told to give the reference line an arbitrary number,
and then assign a number to each following line so that it represented how long the line was in
proportion to the reference line. Several example lines and corresponding numerical estimates
were provided to illustrate the concept of proportionality.

The subjects were instructed to judge how well a sentence paraphrases another sentence,
using the same technique that they had applied to judging line length. Examples of plausible
(see (29a)) and implausible (see (29b)) sentence paraphrases were provided, together with exam-
ples of numerical estimates.

(29)a. Peter started his dinner Peter started eating his dinner
b. Peter started his dinner Peter started writing his dinner

Subjects were informed that they would initially have to assign a number to areference
paraphrase. For each subsequent paraphrase, subjects were asked to assign a number indicating
how good or bad that paraphrase is in proportion to the reference.

Subjects were told that they could use any range of positive numbers for their judgements,
including decimals. It was stressed that there was no upper or lower limit to the numbers that
could be used (exceptions being zero or negative numbers). Subjects were urged to use a wide
range of numbers and to distinguish as many degrees of paraphrase plausibility as possible. It
was also emphasised that there were no “correct” answers, and that subjects should base their
judgements on first impressions, not spending too much time to think about any one paraphrase.

Demographic Questionnaire.After the instructions, a short demographic questionnaire was ad-
ministered. The questionnaire included name, email address, age, sex, handedness, academic
subject or occupation, and language region. Handedness was defined as “the hand you prefer to
use for writing”, while language region was defined as “the place (town, federal state, country)
where you learned your first language”.
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Training Phase.The training phase was meant to familiarise subjects with the concept of nu-
meric magnitude estimation using line lengths. Items were presented as horizontal lines, centered
in the window of the subject’s web browser. After viewing an item, the subject had to provide a
numerical judgement over the computer keyboard. After pressing Return, the current item dis-
appeared and the next item was displayed. There was no possibility to revisit previous items or
change responses once Return had been pressed. No time limit was set for either the item pre-
sentation or for the response, although response times were recorded to allow inspection of the
data.

Subjects first judged the modulus item, and then all the items in the training set. The modulus
was the same for all subjects, and it remained on the screen all the time to facilitate comparison.
Items were presented in random order, with a new randomisation being generated for each sub-
ject.

The training set contained six horizontal lines. The range of the smallest to largest item
was 1:10. The items were distributed evenly over this range, with the largest item covering the
maximal window width of the web browser. A modulus item in the middle of the range was
provided.

Practice Phase.This phase allowed subjects to practice magnitude estimation of verb-noun para-
phrases. Presentation and response procedure was the same as in the training phase, with linguis-
tic stimuli being displayed instead of lines. Each subject judged the whole set of practice items,
again in random order.

The practice set consisted of eight paraphrase sentences that were representative of the test
materials. The paraphrases were based on the three probability bands and represented a wide
probability range. A modulus item selected from the Medium probability band was provided.

Experimental Phase.Presentation and response procedure in the experimental phase were the
same as in the practice phase. Each subject group saw 90 experimental stimuli (i.e., metonymic
sentences and their paraphrases). As in the practice phase, the paraphrases were representative of
the three probability bands (i.e., High, Medium, Low). Again a modulus item from the Medium
probability band was provided (see Appendix B). The modulus was the same for all subjects and
remained on the screen all the time. Subjects were assigned to groups at random, and a random
stimulus order was generated for each subject (for the complete list of experimental stimuli see
Appendix B).

Subjects.Sixty-three native speakers of English participated in the experiment. The subjects
were recruited over the Internet by advertisements posted to newsgroups and mailing lists. Par-
ticipation was voluntary and unpaid. Subjects had to be linguistically naive, i.e., neither linguists
nor students of linguistics were allowed to participate.

The data of two subjects were eliminated after inspection of their response times showed that
they had not completed the experiment in a realistic time frame (i.e., they provided ratings too
quickly with average response time� 1000 ms). The data of one subject was excluded because
she was a non-native speaker of English.

This left 60 speakers for analysis. Of these, 53 subjects were right-handed, 7 left-handed;
24 subjects were female, 36 male. The age of subjects ranged from 17 to 62; the mean was 26.4
years.

2.3.2 Results The data were first normalised by dividing each numerical judgement by the mod-
ulus value that the subject had assigned to the reference sentence. This operation creates a com-
mon scale for all subjects. Then the data were transformed by taking the decadic logarithm. This
transformation ensures that the judgements are normally distributed and is standard practice for
magnitude estimation data (Bard, Robertson, and Sorace, 1996; Lodge, 1981). All further analy-
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Figure 1
Correlation of elicited judgements and model-derived probabilities for metonymic verb-noun pairs

ses were conducted on normalised, log-transformed judgements.
We performed a correlation analysis to determine whether there is a linear relation between

the paraphrases generated by the model and their perceived likelihood. This tests the hypothesis
that meaning paraphrases assigned high probabilities by the model are perceived as better para-
phrases by the subjects than meaning paraphrases with low probabilities. For each experimental
item we computed the average of the normalised and log-transformed subject ratings. The mean
subject ratings were then compared against the (log-transformed) probabilities assigned by the
model for the same items.

The comparison between the absolute model probabilities and the human judgements yielded
a Pearson correlation coefficient of�64 (p� �01, N � 1743). The mean subject ratings and the
model probabilities are given in Appendix B. Appendix C contains the descriptive statistics for
the model probabilities and the human judgements. The relationship between judgements and
probabilities is plotted in Figure 1.

An important question is how well humans agree in their paraphrase judgements for verb-
noun combinations. Inter-subject agreement gives an upper bound for the task and allows us to
interpret how well the model is doing in relation to humans. To calculate inter-subject agreement
we used leave one-out resampling. The technique is special case ofn-fold crossvalidation (Weiss
and Kulikowski, 1991) and has been previously used for measuring how well humans agree on
judging semantic similarity (Resnik, 2000; Resnik, 1999).

For each subject group we performed correlations on the elicited judgements using leave-
one-out resampling which is a special case ofn-fold crossvalidation (Weiss and Kulikowski,
1991). We divided the set of the subjects’ responses with sizem into a set of sizem�1 (i.e., the
response data of all but one subject) and a set of size one (i.e., the response data of a single
subject). We then correlated the mean ratings of the former set with the ratings of the latter. This
was repeatedm times. Since each group had 30 subjects we performed 30 correlation analyses
and report their mean. For the first group of subjects the average inter-subject agreement was�74
(Min � �19, Max� �87, StdDev� �12), and for the second group�73 (Min � �49, Max� �87,
StdDev� �09). Our model’s agreement with the human data is not far from the average human

3 The items are 174 instead of 180; 6 items were discarded due to an error in coding these experimental items.
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performance of�74.
In the following section we introduce a naive model of verbal metonymy. We compare the

naive model’s performance against the human judgements and the paraphrases generated by our
initial model. We discuss extensions of the basic model in Section 2.5.1.

2.4 Experiment 2: Comparison against Naive Baseline
2.4.1 Naive Baseline Model In the case of verbal metonymy a naive baseline model can be
constructed by simply taking verb-noun co-occurrence data into account, ignoring thus the de-
pendencies between the polysemous verb and its progressive or infinitival VP complements.
Consider the sentenceJohn began the book. In order to generate appropriate paraphrases for
begin bookwe will consider solely the verbs which take book as their object (i.e.,read, write,
buy, etc.). This can be simply expressed asP�e�o�, the conditional probability of a verbe given
its objecto (i.e., the noun figuring in the metonymic expression) which we estimate as follows:

P̂�e�o� � f �e�o�
f �o�

(30)

The model in (30) treats metonymic verbs as semantically empty, and relies on their object
NPs to provide additional semantic information. The countsf �e�o� and f �e� can be easily ob-
tained from theBNC: f �o� amounts to the number of times a noun is attested as an object and
f �e�o� are verb-object tuples extracted from theBNC using Cass (Abney, 1996) as described
earlier.

2.4.2 Results We used the naive model to calculate the likelihood of the meaning paraphrases
that were presented to the subjects (see Experiment 1). Through correlation analysis we explored
the linear relationship between the elicited judgements and the naive baseline model. We further
directly compared the two models: i.e., our initial, linguistically more informed model and the
naive baseline.

Comparison between the probabilities generated by the naive model and the elicited judge-
ments yielded a Pearson correlation coefficient of�42 (p� �01,N � 174). Recall that our initial
model yielded a correlation coefficient of�64. We conducted a one-tailedt-test to determine if
the correlation coefficients were significantly different. The comparison revealed that their dif-
ference was statistically significant (t�171� � 1�67, p� �05), indicating that our model performs
reliably better than the naive baseline. Comparison between the two models (our initial model in-
troduced in Section 2.1 and the naive baseline model) yielded an intercorrelation of�46 (p� �01,
N � 174). These differences between the ‘full’ probabilistic model and the naive baseline con-
firm claims made in the literature: different metonymic verbs have a differentsemanticimpact
on the resolution of metonymy.

2.5 Experiment 3: Comparison Against Norming Data
Our previous experiments focused on evaluating the plausibility of meaning paraphrases gen-
erated by a model which does not take into account the contribution of the sentential subject.
However, properties of the subject NP appear to influence the interpretation of the metonymic
expression in otherwise neutral contexts. This is illustrated in (31) where the interpretation ofen-
joy the bookis influenced by the sentential subject: authors usually write books, whereas critics
usually review them.

(31)a. The critic enjoyed the book.
b. The author enjoyed the book.

In this section we present an extension of the basic model outlined in Section 2.1 which
takes sentential subjects into account. We evaluate the derived paraphrases and their likelihood
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again by comparison with human data. This time we compare our model against paraphrase data
generated independently by subjects that participated in an experimental study (McElree et al.,
2001) that was not designed specifically to test our model.

2.5.1 The Extended Model We model the meaning of sentences like (31) again as the joint
distribution of the following variables: the metonymic verbv, its subjects, its objecto, and the
implicit interpretatione. By choosing the ordering�e�v�s�o�, we can factorP�e�o�s�v� as follows:

P�e�o�s�v� � P�e� �P�v�e� �P�s�e�v� �P�o�e�v�s� (32)

The termsP�e� andP�v�e� are easy to estimate from theBNC. For P�e� all we need is a pos-
tagged corpus andP�v�e� can be estimated from Cass’s output (see equations (12) and (13)). The
estimation of the termsP�s�e�v� andP�o�e�v�s� is however problematic as they rely on the fre-
quenciesf �s�e�v� and f �o�e�v�s�, respectively. Recall again that there is a discrepancy between a
metonymic interpretation and its usage. As we’ve discussed earlier, the underlying interpretation
is not overtly expressed in the corpus. Furthermore, the only type of data available to us for the
estimation ofP�s�e�v� andP�o�e�v�s� is the partially parsedBNC which is not annotated with
information regarding the interpretation of metonymies. This means thatP�s�e�v� andP�o�e�v�s�
need to be somehow approximated. We first assume that the sentential subjects is condition-
ally independent of the metonymic verbv; secondly we assume that the sentential objecto is
conditionally independent ofv ands:

P�s�e�v�� P�s�e� (33)

P�o�e�v�s�� P�o�e� (34)

The rationale behind the approximation in (33) is that the likelihood of a nouns being a
subject of a verbe is largely independent of whethere is the complement of a metonymic verbv.
For example, authors usually write, irrespectively of whether they enjoy, dislike, start, or finish
doing it. The motivation for the approximation in (33) comes from the observation that an object
is more closely related to the verb that selects for it. We are likely to come up withbook or letter
for o if we know thato is the object ofreador write. Coming up with an object foro is not so
straightforward if all we know is the metonymic verb (e.g.,enjoy, finish) or its sentential subject.
It is the verbs that impose semantic restrictions on their arguments rather than other sentential
constituents. We estimateP�s�e� andP�o�e� using maximum likelihood:

P̂�s�e� � f �s�e�
f �e�

(35)

P̂�o�e� � f �o�e�
f �e�

(36)

The countf �s�e� amounts to the number of times a nouns is attested as the subject of a
verbe; f �o�e� represents nouns attested as objects ofe. Verb-argument tuples can be easily ex-
tracted from theBNC using Cass (see Section 2.2 for details). Table 11 illustrates the model’s
performance for metonymic constructions in (37). We only show the five most likely interpre-
tations the model came up with. Interestingly, different interpretations are derived for different
subjects. Even though pianists and composers are semantically related, pianists are more likely to
begin playing a symphony, whereas composers are more likely to conduct or write a symphony.
Similarly, builders tend to renovate houses and architects tend to design them.
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Table 11
Subject-related model interpretations, ranked in order of likelihood

begin symphony start book
composer pianist author student

write �22�2 play �24�20 write �14�87 read �16�12
conduct �23�79 hear �25�38 publish �16�94 write �16�48
hear �25�38 give �28�44 compile �17�84 study �17�59
play �25�81 do �29�23 read �17�98 research �18�86
create �25�96 have �30�13 sign �18�59 translate �17�85

start house finish memo
builder architect secretary boss

renovate �15�43 design �16�87 write �19�79 draft �20�73
build �17�56 build �17�20 type �20�13 send �21�97
demolish �18�37 restore �19�08 send �20�87 sign �22�04
dismantle �19�69 purchase �19�32 sign �22�01 hand �22�12
erect �19�81 site �19�73 make �22�74 write �22�74

(37)a. The composer/pianist began the symphony.
b. The author/student started the book.
c. The builder/architect started the house.
d. The secretary/boss finished the memo.

In the following section we compare the interpretations generated by the model against
paraphrases provided by humans. Using correlation analysis, we explore whether there is a linear
relationship between the frequency of an interpretation as determined in a norming study and the
probability of the same interpretation as calculated by the model.

2.5.2 Method For the experiment described in this section we used the norming data reported in
McElree et al. (2001). In McElree et al.’s study subjects were given sentence fragments such as
(38) and were asked to complete them. Potential completions for fragment (38a) includewriting
or reading. The study consisted of 142 different sentences similar to those shown in (38) and
included 15 metonymic verbs. 30 sentences were constructed for each of the metonymic verbs
start, begin, complete, andfinish and a total of 22 sentences forattempt, endure, expect, enjoy,
fear, master, prefer, resist, savor, survive, andtry.

(38)a. The writer finished the novel.
b. The soldier attempted the mountain.
c. The teenager finished the novel.

The completions can be used to determine interpretation preferences for the metonymic
constructions simply by counting the numbers of verbs that human subjects use to complete sen-
tences like (38). For example, five completions were provided by the subjects for fragment (38b):
climb, hike, scale, walkandtake. Of these climb was by far the most likely with 78 (out of 88)
subjects generating this interpretation.4 The most likely interpretations for (38a) and (38c) were
respectivelywrite (13 out of 28 subjects) andread(18 out of 22).

For each of the sentences included in McElree et al.’s (2001) study we derived interpretation
paraphrases using the model presented in Section 2.5.1. We next compared the interpretations
common in the model and the human data using correlation analysis.

4 McElree et al.’s (2001) linguistic materials were manually constructed and not controlled for frequency. For example
one would expect (38b) to be relatively rare, even in a large corpus. This is true for theBNC where the combination
attempt mountainis not attested at all.
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2.5.3 Results In Experiment 1 we evaluated the paraphrases generated by the model by eliciting
plausibility judgements from subjects and showed that our model produces an intuitively plausi-
ble ranking of meanings. Here, we evaluate the quality of the produced paraphrases by directly
comparing them to norming data acquired independently of our model and the particular corpus
we are using.

The comparison between (log-transformed) model probabilities and (log-transformed) com-
pletion frequencies yielded a Pearson correlation coefficient of�422 (p� �01,N � 341). We also
compared the completion frequencies against interpretation probabilities derived using the model
presented in Section 2.3 which does not take subject-related information into account. The com-
parison yielded a correlation coefficient of�216 (p� �01,N � 341). We carried out a one-tailed
t-test to determine if the difference between the two correlation coefficients is significant. The
comparison revealed that the difference was statistically significant (t�338� � 2�18, p� �05).
This means that the fit between the norming data and the model is better when the model ex-
plicitly incorporates information about the sentential subject. The two models are as expected
intercorrelated (r � �264,p� �01,N � 341).

2.6 Discussion
We have demonstrated that the meanings acquired by our probabilistic model correlate reliably
with human intuitions. These meanings go beyond the examples found in the theoretical linguis-
tics literature. The verb-noun combinations we interpret were randomly sampled from a large
balanced corpus providing a rich inventory for their meanings. We have shown that the model
has four defining features: (a) it is able to derive intuitive meanings for verb-noun combinations,
(b) it generates clusters of meanings (following Vendler’s (1968) insight), (c) it predicts variation
in interpretation among the different nouns: the same verb may carry different meanings depend-
ing on its subject or object (comparebegin bookvs.begin houseandthe author began the house
vs. the architect began the house), and (d) it represents variation in interpretation among the dif-
ferent metonymic verbs (e.g.,begin bookvs.enjoy book). This latter property demonstrates that
although the model does not explicitly encode linguistic constraints for resolving metonymies,
it generates interpretations that broadly capture linguistic differences (e.g.,attemptimposes dif-
ferent constraints on interpretation frombeginor enjoy). Furthermore, these interpretations for
metonymic verb-noun pairs are discovered automatically, without presupposing the existence of
a pre-defined taxonomy or a knowledge base.

Note that the evaluation procedure to which we subject our model is rather strict. The de-
rived verb-noun combinations were evaluated by subjects naive to linguistic theory. Although
verbal logical metonymy is a well researched phenomenon in the theoretical linguistics litera-
ture, the experimental approach advocated here is new to our knowledge. Comparison between
our model and human judgements yielded a reliable correlation of�64 when the upper bound
for the task (i.e., inter-subject agreement) is on average�74. Furthermore, our model performed
reliably better than a naive baseline model, which only achieved a correlation of�42. When com-
pared against norming data, an extended version of our model which takes subject information
into account reached a correlation of�42. Comparison against norming data is a strict test on un-
seen data that was not constructed explicitly to evaluate our model but is independently motivated
and does not take our corpus (i.e., theBNC) or our particular task into account.

We next investigate whether such an approach generalises to other instances of logical
metonymy by looking at adjective-noun combinations. Adjectives pose a greater challenge for
our modelling task as they can potentially allow for a wider range of interpretations and can
exhibit preferences for a verb-subject or verb-object paraphrase (see Section 1). Following the
approach we adopted for verbal metonymy, we define the interpretation of polysemous adjective-
noun combinations as a paraphrase generation task. We provide a probabilistic model which not
only paraphrases adjective-noun pairs (e.g.,fast plane) with a related verb (e.g.,fly ) but also
predicts whether the noun modified by the adjective (e.g.,plane) is likely to be the verbal object
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or subject. The model achieves this by combining distributional information about how likely it
is for any verb to be modified by the adjective in the adjective-noun combination or its corre-
sponding adverb with information about how likely it is for any verb to take the modified noun
as its object or subject. We obtain quantitative information about verb-adjective modification and
verb-argument relations from theBNC and evaluate our results by comparing the model’s predic-
tions against human judgements. Consistent with our results on verbal metonymy, we show that
the model’s ranking of meanings correlates reliably with human intuitions.

3 Metonymic Adjectives

3.1 The Model
Consider again the adjective-noun combinations in (39). In order to come up with the interpre-
tation of plane that flies quickly forfast planewe would like to find in the corpus a sentence
whose subject is the nounplaneor planesand whose main verb isfly , which in turn is modified
by the adverbfast or quickly. In the general case, we would like to find in the corpus sentences
indicating what planes do fast. Similarly, for the adjective-noun combinationfast scientistwe
would like to find in the corpus information indicating what the activities that scientists perform
fast are, whereas foreasy problemwe need information about what one can do with problems
easily (e.g., one can solve problems easily) or about what problems are (e.g., easy to solve or
easy to set).

(39)a. fast plane
b. fast scientist
c. fast programmer
d. easy problem

In sum, in order to come up with a paraphrase of the meaning of an adjective-noun combina-
tion we need to know which verbs take the head noun as their subject or object and are modified
by an adverb corresponding to the modifying adjective. This can be expressed as the joint prob-
ability P�a�e�n� rel� wheree is the verbal predicate modified by the adverba (directly derived
from the adjective present in the adjective-noun combination) bearing the argument relationrel
(i.e., subject or object) to the head nounn. By choosing the ordering�e�n�a� rel� for the variables
a�e�n, andrel we can rewriteP�a�e�n� rel�, using the chain rule, as follows:

P�a�e�n� rel� � P�e� �P�n�e� �P�a�e�n� �P�rel�e�n�a� (40)

Although the termsP�e� andP�n�e� can be straightforwardly estimated from theBNC (see (12)
for P�e�; P�n�e� can be obtained by counting the number of times a nounn co-occurs with a
verbeeither as its subject or object), the estimation ofP�a�e�n� andP�rel�e�n�a� faces problems
similar to those for metonymic verbs. Let us consider more closely the termP�rel�e�n�a� which
can be estimated as shown in (41) below.

P̂�rel�e�n�a� � f �rel�e�n�a�
f �e�n�a�

(41)

One way to obtainf �rel�e�n�a� would be to fully parse the corpus so as to identify the
verbs which take the head nounn as their subject or object and are modified by the adverba,
assuming it is equally likely to find in a corpus the metonymic expression (e.g.,fast plane) and its
paraphrase interpretation (i.e., plane that flies quickly). As in the case of verb-noun metonymies
this assumption is unjustified: for the adjective-noun combinationfast planethere are only six
sentences in the entireBNC that correspond tof �rel�e�n�a�. According to the sentences in (42)
the most likely interpretation forfast planeis plane that goes fast (see examples (42a)–(42c)).
The interpretations plane that swoops in fast, plane that drops down fast and plane that flies fast
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are all equally likely, since they are attested in the corpus only once (see examples (42d)–(42f)).
This is rather unintuitive sincefast planesare more likely to fly than swoop in fast. Similar
problems affect the frequencyf �e�n�a�.

(42)a. The planewent so fast it left its sound behind.
b. And the plane’sgoing slightly faster than the Hercules or Andover.
c. He is driven by his ambition to build a plane thatgoes faster than the speed of

sound.
d. Three planesswooped in, fast and low.
e. The plane wasdropping down fast towards Bangkok.
f. The unarmed planeflew very fast and very high.

In default of a corpus explicitly annotated with interpretations for metonymic adjectives, we
will make the following independence assumptions:

P�a�e�n�� P�a�e� (43)

P�rel�e�n�a�� P�rel�e�n� (44)

The rationale behind the approximation in (43) is that the likelihood of seeing an adverbiala
modifying a verbebearing an argument relation to a nounn is largely independent of that specific
noun. For example, flying can be carried out fast or slowly or beautifully irrespectively of whether
it is a pilot or a bird who is doing the flying. Similarly, the adverb peacefully is more related to
dying than killing or injuring irrespectively of who the agent of these actions is. Accordingly, we
assume that the argument relationrel is largely independent of whether the verbe (standing in
relationrel with nounn) is modified by an adverba (see (44)). In other words, it is the verbeand
its argumentn that determine the relationrel rather than the adjective/adverba. Knowing that
flying is conducted slowly will not affect the likelihood of inferring a subject relation forplane
andfly . Yet, we are likely to infer an object relation forplaneandconstructirrespectively of
whether the constructing is done slowly, quickly, or automatically. We estimate the probabilities
P�e�, P�n�e�, P�a�e�, andP�rel�e�n� as follows:

P̂�e� �
f �e�

∑
i

f �ei�
(45)

P̂�n�e� � f �n�e�
f �e�

(46)

P̂�a�e� � f �a�e�
f �e�

(47)

P̂�rel�e�n� � f �rel�e�n�
f �e�n�

(48)

By substituting equations (45)–(48) into (41) and simplifying the relevant terms, (41) is rewritten
as follows:

P�a�e�n� rel� �
f �rel�e�n� � f �a�e�

f �e� �∑
i

f �ei�
(49)
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Table 12
Most frequent verbs modified by
the adverbfast

f �fast�e� f �fast�e�

go 29 work 6
grow 28 grow in 6
beat 27 learn 5
run 16 happen 5
rise 14 walk 4
travel 13 think 4
move 12 keep up 4
come 11 fly 4
drive 8 fall 4
get 7 disappear 4

Table 13
Most frequent verbs taking as an argument
the nounplane

f �SUBJ�e�plane� f �OBJ�e�plane�

fly 20 catch 24
come 17 board 15
go 15 take 14
take 14 fly 13
land 9 get 12
touch 8 have 11
make 6 buy 10
arrive 6 use 8
leave 5 shoot 8
begin 5 see 7

Assume we want to discover a meaning paraphrase for the adjective-noun combinationfast plane.
We need to find the verbe and the relationrel (i.e., subject or object) that maximise the term
P�fast�e�plane� rel�. Table 12 gives a list of the most frequent verbs modified by the adverbfast
in theBNC (see the termf �a�e� in equation (49)) and Table 13 lists the verbs for which the noun
planeis the most likely object or subject (see the termf �rel�e�n� in equation (49)). We describe
how the frequenciesf �rel�e�n�, f �a�e�, and f �e� were estimated from a lemmatised version of
theBNC in the following section.

Table 12 can be thought of as a list of the activities that can be fast (i.e., going, growing,
flying), whereas Table 13 specifies the events associated with the nounplane. Despite our sim-
plifying assumptions the model given in (49) will come up with plausible meanings for adjective-
noun combinations likefast plane. Note that the verbsfly , come, andgo are most likely to take
the nounplaneas their subject (see Table 13). These verbs also denote activities that are fast (see
Table 12 where the underlined verbs are events that are associated both with the adverbfast and
the nounplane). Further note that a subject interpretation is more likely than an object interpre-
tation forfast planesince none of the verbs likely to haveplaneas their object are modified by
the adverbfast (compare Tables 12 and 13).

As in the case of metonymic verbs, the probabilistic model outlined above acquires meanings
for polysemous adjective-noun combinations in an unsupervised manner without presupposing
annotated corpora or taxonomic information. The obtained meanings are not discourse-sensitive;
they can be thought of as default semantic information associated with a particular adjective-
noun combination. This means that our model is unable to predict that programmer that runs fast
is a likely interpretation forfast programmerwhen the latter is in a context like the one given
in (5) repeated here as (50).

(50)a. All the office personnel took part in the company sports day last week.
b. One of the programmers was a good athlete, but the other was struggling to finish

the courses.
c. The fast programmer came first in the 100m.

3.2 Parameter Estimation
As in the case of verbs the parameters of the model were estimated using a part-of-speech tagged
and lemmatised version of theBNC. The countsf �v� and∑i f �vi� (see (49)) reduce to the number
of times a given verb is attested in the corpus. The frequencyf �rel�v�n� was obtained using
Abney’s (1996) chunk parser (see Section 2.2 for details).

Generally speaking, the frequencyf �a�v� represents not only a verb modified by an adverb
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derived from the adjective in question (see example (51a)) but also constructions like the ones
shown in (51b,c), where the adjective takes an infinitival VP complement whose logical subject
can be realised as afor-PP (see example (51c)). In cases of verb-adverb modification we assume
access to morphological information which specifies what counts as a valid adverb for a given
adjective. In most cases adverbs are formed by adding the suffix-ly to the base of the adjective
(e.g.,slow-ly, easy-ly). Some adjectives have identical adverbs (e.g.,fast, right). Others have
idiosyncratic adverbs (e.g., the adverb ofgoodis well ). It is relatively straightforward to develop
an automatic process which maps an adjective to its corresponding adverb, modulo exceptions
and indiosyncracies, however in the experiments described in the following sections this mapping
was manually specified.

(51)a. comfortable chair	 a chaironwhich onesits comfortably
b. comfortable chair	 a chair that iscomfortableto sit on
c. comfortable chair	 a chair that iscomfortablefor me tosit on

In cases where the adverb does not immediately succeed the verb, the parser is not guaran-
teed to produce a correct analysis since it doesn’t resolve structural ambiguities. So we adopted
a conservative strategy, where to obtain the frequencyf �a�v� we only looked at instances where
the verb and the adverbial phrase (AdvP) modifying it were adjacent. More specifically, in cases
where the parser identified an AdvP following a VP, we extracted the verb and the head of the
AdvP (see the examples in (52)). In cases where the AdvP was not explicitly identified we ex-
tracted the verb and the adverb immediately following or preceding it (see the examples in (53))
assuming that the verb and the adverb stand in a modification relation. The examples below
illustrate the parser’s output and the information that was extracted for the frequencyf �a�v�.

(52)a. [NP Oriental art] [VP came] [AdvP more slowly.] come slowly
b. [NP The issues] [VP will not be resolved] [AdvP easily.] resolve easily
c. [NP Arsenal] [VP had been pushed] [AdvP too hard.] push hard

(53)a. [NP Some art historians] [VP write] well [PP about the present.] write well
b. [NP The accidents] [VP could have been easily avoided.] avoid easily
c. [NP A system of molecules] [VP is easily shown] [VP to stay constant.] show

easily
d. [NP Their economy] [VP was so well run.] run well

Adjectives with infinitival complements (see (51b,c)) were extracted from the parser’s out-
put. We concentrated solely on adjectives immediately followed by infinitival complements with
an optionally interveningfor-PP (see (51c)). The adjective and the main verb of the infinitival
complement were counted as instances of the quantityf �a�v�. The examples in (54) illustrate the
process.

(54)a. [NP These early experiments] [VP were easy] [VP to interpret.] easy interpret
b. [NP It] [ VP is easy] [PP for an artist] [VP to show work independently.] easy show
c. [NP It] [ VP is easy] [VP to show] [VP how the components interact.] easy show

Finally, the frequencyf �a�v� collapsed the counts from cases where the adjective was fol-
lowed by an infinitival complement (see the examples in (54)) and cases where the verb was
modified by the adverb corresponding to the related adjective (see the examples in (52)–(53)).
For example, assume that we are interested in the frequencyf �easy�show�. In this case, we will
take into account not only sentences (54b,c) but also sentence (53b). Assuming this was the only
evidence in the corpus, the frequencyf �easy�show� would be three.

Once we have obtained the frequenciesf �a�v� and f �rel�v�n� we can determine what the
most likely interpretations for a given adjective-noun combination are. If we know the interpre-
tation preference of a given adjective (i.e., subject or object), we may vary only the termv in
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Table 14
Paraphrases for adjective-noun combinations taken from the literature

easy problem �a problem that is easy to solve (Vendler, 1968, 97)
easy text � text that reads easily (Vendler, 1968, 99)
difficult language�a language that is difficult to speak, learn, write, understand (Vendler, 1968, 99)
careful scientist �a scientist who observes, performs, runs experiments carefully (Vendler, 1968, 92)
comfortable chair�a chair on which one sits comfortably (Vendler, 1968, 98)
good umbrella �an umbrella that functions well (Pustejovsky, 1995, 43)

Table 15
Object-related interpretations for adjective-noun combinations, ranked in order of likelihood

easy problem easy text difficult language comfortable chair good umbrella
solve �15�14 read �17�42 understand�17�15 sink into�18�66 keep �21�59
deal with�16�12 handle �18�79 interpret �17�59 sit on �19�13 wave �21�61
identify �16�83 use �18�83 learn �17�67 lounge in�19�15 hold �21�73
tackle �16�92 interpret �19�05 use �17�79 relax in �19�33 run for�21�73
handle �16�97 understand�19�15 speak �18�21 nestle in�20�51 leave �22�28

Table 16
Subject-related interpretations for adjective-noun combinations, ranked in order of likelihood

easy text good umbrella careful scientist
see �19�22 cover�23�05 calculate �22�31
read �19�50 proceed �22�67
understand�19�66 investigate�22�78
achieve �19�71 study �22�90
explain �20�40 analyse �22�92

P�a�n� rel�v�, keeping the termsn, a andrel constant. Alternatively, we could acquire the inter-
pretation preferences automatically by varying both the termsrel andv. In Experiment 4 (see
Section 3.3) we acquire both meaning paraphrases and argument preferences for polysemous
adjective-noun combinations.

In what follows we illustrate the properties of the model by applying it to a small number of
adjective-noun combinations displayed in Table 14. The adjective-noun combinations and their
respective interpretations are taken from the lexical semantics literature (i.e., Pustejovsky 1995
and Vendler 1968). The five most likely model-derived paraphrases for these combinations are
shown in Tables 15 and 16.

The model comes up with plausible meanings, some of which overlap with those suggested
in the lexical semantics literature (underlined interpretations indicate agreement between the
model and the literature). Observe that the model predicts different meanings when the same
adjective modifies different nouns and derives a cluster of meanings for a single adjective-noun
combination. Aneasy problemis not only a problem that is easy to solve (see Vendler’s (1968)
identical interpretation in Table 14) but also a problem that is easy to deal with, identify, tackle,
and handle. The meaning ofeasy problemis different from the meaning ofeasy textwhich in
turn is easy to read, handle, interpret, and understand. The interpretations the model arrives at for
difficult languageare a superset of the interpretations suggested by Vendler (1968). The model
comes up with the additional meanings language that is difficult to interpret and language that is
difficult to use. Although the meanings acquired by the model forcareful scientistdo not overlap
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with the ones suggested by Vendler (1968) they seem intuitively plausible: acareful scientistis
a scientist who calculates, proceeds, investigates, studies, and analyses carefully. These are all
possible events associated with scientists.

The model derives subject and object-related interpretations forgood umbrellawhich covers
well and is good to keep, good for waving, good to hold, good to run for, and good to leave. A
subject interpretation can be also derived foreasy text. Our parser treats inchoative and non-
inchoative uses of the same verb as distinct surface structures (e.g.,text that one reads easilyvs.
text that reads easily); as a result,readis generated as a subject- and object-paraphrase foreasy
text (compare Table 15 and 16). The object-related interpretation is nevertheless given a higher
probability in comparison to the subject-related one, which seems intuitively correct (there is an
understood but unexpressed agent in structures liketext that reads easily). In general, subject
and object interpretations are derived on the basis of verb-subject and verb-object constructions
which have been extracted from the corpus heuristically without taking into account information
about theta-roles, syntactic transformations (with the exception of passivisation), or diathesis
alternations such as the middle or causative/inchoative alternation. In Section 3.3 we discuss
how interpretation preferences can be determined for metonymic adjectives.

Although the model can be used to provide several interpretations for a given adjective-noun
combination, not all of these interpretations are useful or plausible (see the subject interpretations
for easy text). Also, the meanings acquired by our model are a simplified version of the ones
provided in the lexical semantics literature. An adjective-noun combination may be paraphrased
with another adjective-noun combination (e.g., agood mealis a tasty meal) or with an NP instead
of an adverb (e.g., afast decisionis a decision that takes a short amount of time). We are making
the simplifying assumption that a polysemous adjective-noun combination can be paraphrased
by a sentence consisting of a verb whose argument is the noun the adjective is in construction
with (cf. earlier discussion concerning non-metonymic uses of verbs likeenjoy).

In the following section we evaluate the meaning paraphrases generated by the model against
human judgements. As in the case of verbs, the model is tested on examples randomly sampled
from theBNC and the linear relationship between the subjects’ rankings and the model-derived
probabilities is explored using correlation analysis. In Section 3.5.1 we assess whether our model
outperforms a naive baseline in deriving interpretations for metonymic adjectives.

3.3 Experiment 4: Comparison against Human Judgements
The experimental method was the same as in Experiment 1. Meaning paraphrases for adjective-
noun combinations were obtained using the model introduced in Section 3.1. The model’s rank-
ings were compared against paraphrase judgements elicited experimentally from human subjects.
The comparison between model probabilities and their perceived likelihood enabled us to explore
(a) whether there is a linear relationship between the likelihood of a given meaning as derived
by the model and its perceived plausibility and (b) whether the model can be used to derive the
argument preferences for a given adjective, i.e., whether the adjective is biased towards a subject
or object interpretation or whether it is equi-biased.

3.3.1 Method

Materials and Design.We chose nine adjectives according to a set of minimal criteria and paired
each adjective with 10 nouns randomly selected from theBNC. We chose the adjectives as fol-
lows: we first compiled a list of all the polysemous adjectives mentioned in the lexical semantics
literature (Vendler, 1968; Pustejovsky, 1995). From these we randomly sampled nine adjectives
(difficult, easy, fast, good, hard, right, safe, slow, andwrong). These adjectives had to be rela-
tively unambiguous syntactically: in fact, each adjective was unambiguously tagged as “adjec-
tive” 98.6% of the time, measured as the number of different part-of-speech tags assigned to the
word in theBNC. The nine selected adjectives ranged inBNC frequency from 57.6 per million
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Table 17
Randomly selected example stimuli with log-transformed probabilities derived by the model

Probability BandAdjective-noun
High Medium Low

difficult customer satisfy �20�27 help �22�20 drive �22�64
easy food cook �18�94 introduce �21�95 finish �23�15
fast pig catch �23�98 stop �24�30 use �25�66
good postcard send �20�17 draw �22�71 look at �23�34
hard number remember �20�30 use �21�15 create �22�69
right school apply to �19�92 complain to �21�48 reach �22�90
safe drug release �22�24 try �23�38 start �25�56
slow child adopt �19�90 find �22�50 forget �22�79
wrong colour use �21�78 look for �22�78 look at �24�89

to 1,245 per million.
Adjective-noun pairs were extracted from the parser’s output. Recall that theBNC was parsed

using Abney’s (1996) chunker (see Sections 2.2 and 3.2 for details). From the syntactic analysis
provided by the parser we extracted a table containing the adjective and the head of the noun
phrase following it. In the case of compound nouns, we only included sequences of two nouns,
and considered the rightmost occurring noun as the head. From the retrieved adjective-noun pairs,
we removed all pairs withBNC frequency of one, as we wanted to reduce the risk of paraphrase
ratings being influenced by adjective-noun combinations unfamiliar to the subjects. Furthermore,
we excluded pairs with deverbal nouns (i.e., nouns derived from a verb) such asfast programmer
since an interpretation can be easily arrived at for these pairs by mapping the deverbal noun
to its corresponding verb. A list of deverbal nouns was obtained from two dictionaries,CELEX

(Burnage, 1990) andNOMLEX (Macleod et al., 1998).
We used the model outlined in Section 3.1 to derive meaning paraphrases for the 90 adjective-

noun combinations. We employed no threshold on the frequenciesf �v�a� and f �rel�v�n�. The
frequencyf �v�a� was obtained by mapping the adjective to its corresponding adverb: the ad-
jective good was mapped to the adverbsgood andwell , the adjectivefast to the adverbfast,
easywas mapped toeasily, hardwas mapped to the adverbhard, right to rightly andright, safe
to safely andsafe, slow to slowly andslow, andwrong to wrongly andwrong. The adverbial
function of the adjectivedifficult is expressed only periphrastically (i.e.,in a difficult manner,
with difficulty ). As a result we obtained the frequencyf �difficult�v� only on the basis of infiniti-
val constructions (see the examples in (54)). We estimated the probabilityP�a�n� rel�v� for each
adjective-noun pair by varying both the termsv andrel. We thus derived both subject-related and
object-related paraphrases for each adjective-noun pair.

For each adjective-noun combination the set of the derived meanings was again divided into
three “probability bands” (High, Medium, and Low) of equal size and one interpretation was se-
lected from each band. The division ensured that the experimental stimuli represented the model’s
behaviour for likely and unlikely paraphrases. We performed separate divisions for object-related
and subject-related paraphrases resulting in a total of six interpretations for each adjective-noun
combination, as we wanted to determine whether there are differences in the model’s predictions
with respect to the argument function (i.e., object or subject) and also because we wanted to
compare experimentally-derived adjective biases against model-derived biases. Example stimuli
(with object-related interpretations only) are shown in Table 17 for each of the nine adjectives.

Our experimental design consisted of the factors adjective-noun pair (Pair), grammatical
function (Func) and probability band (Band). The factorPair included 90 adjective-noun combi-
nations. The factorFunchad two levels (subject and object), whereas the factorBandhad three
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levels (High, Medium, and Low). This yielded a total ofPair � Func� Band= 90�2�3� 540
stimuli. The number of the stimuli was too large for subjects to judge in one experimental session.
We limited the size of the design by selecting a total of 270 stimuli according to the following
criteria: our initial design created two sets of stimuli, 270 subject-related stimuli and 270 object-
related stimuli. For each set of stimuli (i.e., object- and subject-related) we randomly selected
five nouns for each of the nine adjectives together with their corresponding interpretations in
the three probability bands (High, Medium, Low). This yielded a total ofPair � Func� Band=
45�2�3� 270 stimuli. This way, stimuli were created for each adjective in both subject-related
and object-related interpretations.

We administered the 270 stimuli to two separate subject groups. Each group saw 135 stimuli
consisting of interpretations for all adjective-noun pairs. For the first group five adjectives were
represented by object-related meanings only (difficult , easy, good, hard, slow); these adjectives
were presented to the second group with subject-related interpretations only. Correspondingly,
for the first group four adjectives were represented by subject-related meanings only (safe, right,
wrong, fast); the second group saw these adjectives with object-related interpretations.

Each experimental item consisted of an adjective-noun pair and a sentence paraphrasing its
meaning. Paraphrases were created by the experimenters by converting the model’s output to a
simple phrase, usually a noun modified by a relative clause. A native speaker of English other
than the authors was asked to confirm that the paraphrases were syntactically well-formed (items
found syntactically odd were modified and re-tested). Example stimuli are shown in (55). The
complete list of the experimental items is given in Appendix B.

(55)a. H: difficult customer a customer who is difficult to satisfy
b. M: difficult customer a customer who is difficult to help
c. L: difficult customer a customer who is difficult to drive

(56)a. H: fast horse a horse that runs fast
b. M: fast horse a horse that works fast
c. L: fast horse a horse that sees quickly

Procedure.The method used was magnitude estimation, with the same experimental protocol as
in Experiment 4.

Instructions, demographic questionnaire, and training phase.The instructions were the same as
in Experiment 1 with the exception that this time the subjects were asked to judge how well
a sentence paraphrases an adjective-noun combination. The demographic questionnaire and the
training phase were the same as in Experiment 1.

Experimental Phase.Each subject group saw 135 metonymic sentences and their paraphrases. A
modulus item from the Medium probability band was provided (see Appendix B). The modulus
was the same for all subjects and remained on the screen all the time. Subjects were assigned to
groups at random, and a random stimulus order was generated for each subject.

Subjects.Sixty-five native speakers of English participated in the experiment.5 The subjects were
recruited over the Internet by postings to relevant newsgroups and mailing lists. Participation was
voluntary and unpaid.

The data of one subject were eliminated after inspection of his response times showed that
he had not completed the experiment in a realistic time frame (average response time� 1000ms).
The data of four subjects were excluded because they were non-native speakers of English.

5 None of the participants of Experiment 1 took part in Experiment 4.
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Figure 2
Correlation of elicited judgements and model-derived probabilities for metonymic adjective-noun pairs

This left 60 subjects for analysis. Of these, 54 subjects were right-handed, six left-handed;
22 subjects were female, 38 male. The age of the subjects ranged from 18 to 54 years, the mean
was 27.4 years.

3.4 Results
The data were normalised as in Experiment 1. We tested the hypothesis that paraphrases with
high probabilities are perceived as better paraphrases than paraphrases assigned low probabilities
by examining the degree to which the elicited judgements correlate with the probabilities derived
by the model. Again the judgements refer to the average of log-transformed and normalised sub-
ject ratings per experimental item. The comparison between model probabilities and the human
judgements yielded a Pearson correlation coefficient of�40 (p� �01, N � 270). Figure 2 plots
the relationship between judgements and model probabilities. The descriptive statistics for model
probabilities and the judgements are given in Appendix C.

In order to evaluate whether the grammatical function has any effect on the relationship
between the model-derived meaning paraphrases and the human judgements, we split the items
into those that received a subject interpretation and those that received an object interpretation.
A comparison between our model and the human judgements yielded a correlation ofr � �53
(p� �01, N � 135) for object-related items and a correlation ofr � �21 (p� �05, N � 135) for
subject-related items. Note that a weaker correlation is obtained for subject-related interpreta-
tions. One explanation for that could be the parser’s performance, i.e., the parser is better at
extracting verb-object tuples than verb-subject tuples. Another hypothesis (which we test below)
is that most adjectives included in the experimental stimuli have an object-bias, and therefore
subject-related interpretations are generally less preferred than object-related ones.

Using leave-one-out resampling (see Section 2.3.2 for details) we calculated how well hu-
mans agree in their judgements for metonymic adjective-noun combinations. For the first group,
the average inter-subject agreement was�67 (Min� �03, Max� �82, StdDev� �14), and for the
second group�65 (Min� �05, Max� �82, StdDev� �14).

The elicited judgements can be further used to derive the grammatical function preferences
(i.e., subject or object) for a given adjective. In particular, we can determine the preferred in-
terpretation for individual adjectives on the basis of the human data and then compare these
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preferences against the ones produced by our model. Argument preferences can be easily de-
rived from the model’s output by comparing subject-related and object-related paraphrases. For
each adjective we gathered the subject- and object-related interpretations derived by the model
and performed a one-way ANOVA in order to determine the significance of the Grammatical
Function effect.

We interpret a significant effect as bias towards a particular grammatical function. We clas-
sify an adjective as object-biased if the mean of the model-derived probabilities for the ob-
ject interpretation of this particular adjective is significantly larger than the mean for the sub-
ject interpretation; subject-biased adjectives are classified accordingly, whereas adjectives for
which no effect of Grammatical Function is found are classified as equi-biased. The effect of
Grammatical Function was significant for the adjectivesdifficult (F�1�1806� � 8�06, p� �01),
easy(F�1�1511�� 41�16,p� �01),hard(F�1�1310�� 57�67,p� �01),safe(F�1�382� � 5�42,
p� �05), right (F�1�2114� � 9�85, p� �01), andfast (F�1�92� � 4�38, p� �05). The effect of
Grammatical Function was not significant for the adjectivesgood (F�1�741� � 3�95, p� �10),
slow (F�1�759� � 5�30, p� �13), andwrong (F�1�593� � 1�66, p� �19). Table 18 shows the
biases for the nine adjectives as derived by our model. The presence of the symbol



indicates

significance of the Grammatical Function effect as well as the direction of the bias.
Ideally, we would like to elicit argument preferences from human subjects in a similar fash-

ion. However, since it is unpractical to experimentally elicit judgements for all paraphrases de-
rived by the model, we will obtain argument preferences from the judgements based on the
restricted set of experimental stimuli, under the assumption that they correspond to a wide range
of model paraphrases (i.e., they correspond to a wide range of probabilities) and therefore they
are representative of the entire set of model-derived paraphrases. This assumption is justified by
the fact that items were randomly chosen from the three probability bands (i.e., High, Medium,
Low). For each adjective we gathered the elicited responses pertaining to subject- and object-
related interpretations and performed an ANOVA.

The ANOVA indicated that the Grammatical Function effect was significant for the adjective
difficult in both by-subjects and by-items analyses (F1�1�58� � 17�98,p� �01;F2�1�4� � 53�72,
p� �01), and for the adjectiveeasyin the by-subjects analysis only (F1�1�58� � 10, p� �01;
F2�1�4� � 8�48, p� �44). No effect of Grammatical Function was found forgood (F1�1�58� �
2�55, p� �12;F2�1�4� � 1�01, p� �37). The effect of Grammatical Function was significant for
the adjectivehard in the by-subjects analysis only (F1�1�58� � 11�436,p� �01;F2�1�4� � 2�84,
p� �17), whereas for the adjectiveslow the effect was significant by subjects and by items
(F1�1�58� � 4�56,p� �05;F2�1�4� � 6�94,p� �058). Forsafeandright the main effect was sig-
nificant in both by-subjects and by-items analyses (F1�1�58�� 14�4, p� �0005;F2�1�4�� 17�76,
p� �05 andF1�1�58� � 6�51, p� �05; F2�1�4� � 15�22, p� �018, respectively). The effect of
Grammatical Function was significant forwrong andfast only by subjects (F1�1�58� � 5�99,
p� �05; F2�1�4� � 4�54, p� �10 andF1�1�58� � 4�23, p� �05; F2�1�4� � 4�43, p� �10). The
biases for these adjectives are shown in Table 18. The presence of the symbol



indicates signif-

icance of the Grammatical Function effect (as determined from the by-subjects analyses) as well
as the direction of the bias.

We expect a correct model to assign on average higher probabilities to object-related inter-
pretations and lower probabilities to subject-related interpretations for an object-biased adjective;
accordingly, we expect the model to assign on average higher probabilities to subject-related in-
terpretations for subject-biased adjectives. Comparison of the biases derived from the model with
ones derived from the elicited judgements shows that the model and the humans are in agreement
for all adjectives butslow, wrong, andsafe. On the basis of human judgementsslow has a sub-
ject bias andwrong has an object bias (see Table 18). Although the model could not reproduce
this result there is a tendency in the right direction.

Note that in our correlation analysis reported above the elicited judgements were compared
against model-derived paraphrases without taking argument preferences into account. We would
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Table 18
Log-transformed model-derived and subject-based argument preferences for polysemous adjectives

Adjective Model Mean StdDev StdEr Subjects Mean StdDev StdEr

difficult
�

OBJ �21�62 1.36 .04
�

OBJ �0745 �3753 �0685
SUBJ �21�80 1.34 .05 SUBJ ��2870 �2777 �0507

easy
�

OBJ �21�60 1.51 .05
�

OBJ �1033 �3364 �0614
SUBJ �22�11 1.36 .06 SUBJ ��1437 �2308 �0421

fast OBJ �24�20 1.27 .13 OBJ ��3544 �2914 �0532�
SUBJ �23�80 1.40 .14

�
SUBJ ��1543 �4459 �0814

good OBJ �22�12 1.28 .06 OBJ ��0136 �3898 �0712
SUBJ �22�27 1.10 .07 SUBJ ��1563 �2965 �0541

hard
�

OBJ �21�69 1.53 .06
�

OBJ �0030 �3381 �0617
SUBJ �22�12 1.35 .06 SUBJ ��2543 �2436 �0445

right
�

OBJ �21�65 1.36 .04
�

OBJ ��0054 �2462 �0450
SUBJ �21�84 1.24 .04 SUBJ ��2413 �4424 �0808

safe OBJ �22�75 1.48 .10
�

OBJ �0037 �2524 �0461�
SUBJ �22�39 1.59 .12 SUBJ ��3399 �4269 �0779

slow OBJ �22�49 1.53 .08 OBJ ��3030 �4797 �0876
SUBJ �22�32 1.50 .07

�
SUBJ ��0946 �2357 �0430

wrong OBJ �23�15 1.33 .08
�

OBJ ��0358 �2477 �0452
SUBJ �23�29 1.30 .08 SUBJ ��2356 �3721 �0679

expect a correct model to produce intuitive meanings at least for the interpretation a given ad-
jective favours. We further examined the model’s behaviour by performing separate correlation
analyses for preferred and dispreferred biases as determined previously by the ANOVAs con-
ducted for each adjective (see Table 18). Since the adjectivegood was equi-biased we included
both biases (i.e., object-related and subject-related) in both correlation analyses. The comparison
between our model and the human judgements yielded a Pearson correlation coefficient of�52
(p� �01,N � 150) for the preferred interpretations and a correlation of�23 (p� �01,N � 150)
for the dispreferred interpretations. The result indicates that our model is particularly good at
deriving meanings corresponding to the argument-bias for a given adjective. However, the dis-
preferred interpretations also correlate significantly with human judgements, which suggests that
the model derives plausible interpretations even in cases where the argument bias is overridden.

In sum, the correlation analysis supports the claim that adjective-noun paraphrases with
high probability are judged more plausible than pairs with low probability. It also suggests that
the meaning preference ordering produced by the model is intuitively correct since subjects’ per-
ception of likely and unlikely meanings correlates with the probabilities assigned by the model.

The probabilistic model evaluated here explicitly takes adjective/adverb and verb co-occur-
rences into account. However, one could derive meanings for polysemous adjective-noun com-
binations by solely concentrating on verb-noun relations, ignoring thus the adjective/adverb and
verb dependencies. For example, in order to interpret the combinationeasy problemwe could
simply take into account the types of activities which are related with problems (i.e., solving
them, giving them, etc.). This simplification is consistent with Pustejovsky’s (1995) claim that
polysemous adjectives likeeasyare predicates, modifying some aspect of the head noun and
more specifically the events associated with the noun. A ‘naive baseline’ model would be one
which simply takes into account the number of times the noun in the adjective-noun pair acts as
the subject or object of a given verb, ignoring the adjective completely. This raises the question
of how well would such a naive model, which takes only verb-argument relations into account,
perform at deriving meaning paraphrases for polysemous adjective-noun combinations.

In the following section we present such a naive model of adjective-noun polysemy. We
compare the model’s predictions against the elicited judgements. Using correlation analysis we
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attempt to determine whether the naive model can provide an intuitively plausible ranking of
meanings (i.e., whether perceived likely/unlikely meanings are given high/low probabilities).
We further compare the naive model to our initial model (see Section 3.1) and discuss their
differences.

3.5 Experiment 5: Comparison against Naive Baseline
3.5.1 Naive Baseline Model Given an adjective-noun combination we are interested in finding
the events most closely associated with the noun modified by the adjective. In other words we
are interested in the verbs whose object or subject is the noun appearing in the adjective-noun
combination. This can be simply expressed asP�e�rel�n�, the conditional probability of a verbe
given an argument-noun relationrel�n:

P�e�rel�n� �
f �e� rel�n�
f �rel�n�

(57)

The model in (57) assumes that the meaning of an adjective-noun combination is indepen-
dent of the adjective in question. Consider for example the adjective-noun pairfast plane. We
need to find the verbseand the argument relationrel that maximise the probabilityP�e�rel�plane�.
Intuitively speaking, the model in (57) takes into account only the verbs that are associated with
the noun modified by the adjective. In the case offast planethe verb that is most frequently
associated with planes isfly (see Table 13 in Section 3.1). Note that this model will come up
with the same probabilities forfast planeandwrong planesince it does not take the identity
of the modifying adjective into account. We estimated the frequenciesf �e� rel�n� and f �rel�n�
from verb-object and verb-subject tuples extracted from theBNC using Cass (Abney, 1996) (see
Section 2.2 for details on the extraction and filtering of the argument tuples).

3.6 Results
Using the naive model we calculated the meaning probability for each of the 270 stimuli included
in Experiment 4. Through correlation analysis we explored the linear relationship between the
elicited judgements and the naive baseline model. The comparison yielded a Pearson correla-
tion coefficient of .25 (p� �01,N � 270). Recall that we obtained a correlation of�40 (p� �01,
N � 270) when comparing our original model to the human judgements. Not surprisingly the
two models are intercorrelated (r � �38, p� �01, N � 270). An important question is whether
the difference between the two correlation coefficients (r � �40 andr � �25) is due to chance.
We used a one-tailedt-test to compare the two correlation coefficients which revealed that their
difference was significant (t�267� � 2�42,p� �01). This means that our original model (see Sec-
tion 3.1) performs reliably better than the naive baseline at deriving interpretations for metonymic
adjective-noun combinations.

We further compared the naive baseline model and the human judgements separately for
subject-related and object-related items. The comparison yielded a correlation ofr � �29 (p� �01,
N � 135) for object interpretations. Recall that our original model yielded a correlation coeffi-
cient of .53 (see Section 3.4). A one-tailedt-test revealed that the two correlation coefficients
were significantly different (t�132� � 3�03, p� �01). No correlation was found for the naive
model when compared against elicited subject interpretations (r � �09, p� �28,N � 135).

3.7 Discussion
We have demonstrated that the meanings acquired by our probabilistic model correlate reli-
ably with human intuitions. Our model does not only acquire clusters of meanings (following
Vendler’s 1968 insight) but furthermore can be used to obtain a tripartite distinction of adjectives
depending on the type of paraphrase they prefer: subject-biased adjectives tend to modify nouns
which act as subjects of the paraphrasing verb, object-biased adjectives tend to modify nouns
which act as objects of the paraphrasing verb, whereas equi-biased adjectives display no prefer-
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ence for either argument role. A comparison between the argument preferences produced by the
model and human intuitions revealed that most adjectives (six out of nine) display a preference
for an object interpretation (see Table 18), two adjectives are subject-biased (i.e.,fast, slow) and
one adjective is equi-biased (i.e.,good).

We rigorously evaluated6 the results of our model by eliciting paraphrase judgements from
subjects naive to linguistic theory. Comparison between our model and human judgements yielded
a reliable correlation of�40 when the upper bound for the task (i.e., inter-subject agreement) is
approximately�65. We have demonstrated that a naive baseline model which interprets adjective-
noun combinations by focusing solely on the events associated with the noun is outperformed by
a more detailed model which not only considers verb-argument relations but also adjective-verb
and adverb-verb dependencies.

Although the events associated with the different nouns are crucially important for the mean-
ing of polysemous adjective-noun combinations, it seems that more detailed linguistic knowledge
is needed in order to produce intuitively plausible interpretations. This is by no means surprising.
To give a simple example consider the adjective-noun pairfast horse. There is a variety of events
associated with the nounhorse, yet only a subset of those are likely to occur fast. The three most
likely interpretations forfast horseaccording to the naive model are a horse that needs some-
thing fast, a horse that gets something fast, horse that does something fast. A model which uses
information about verb-adjective or verb-adverb dependencies (see Section 3.1) provides a more
plausible ranking: afast horseis a horse that runs, learns, or goes fast. A similar situation arises
when one considers the paircareful scientist. According to the naive model acareful scientist
is more likely to believe, say, or make something carefully. However, none of these events are
particularly associated with the adjectivecareful.

Although our experiments on adjectival logical metonymy revealed a reliable correlation be-
tween the model’s ranking and human intuitions, the fit between model probabilities and elicited
judgements was lower for metonymic adjectives (r � �40) than for metonymic verbs (r � �64).
One explanation is that the semantic restrictions that adjectives impose on the nouns with which
they combine appear to be less strict than the ones imposed by verbs (consider the adjectivegood
which can combine with nearly any noun). A consequence of this is that metonymic adjectives
seem to allow a wider range of interpretations than verbs. This means that there will be a larger
variation in subjects’ responses to the generated model paraphrases when it comes to adjectives
affecting thus the linear relationship between our model and the elicited judgements. Our hypoth-
esis is further supported by the inter-subject agreement which is lower for metonymic adjectives
than for verbs (�65 versus�74). As explained in the previous sections, our model does not take
the wider context within which the adjective-noun combination is found into account. Precisely
because of the ease with which some adjectives combine with practically any noun, it may be the
case that more information (i.e., context) is needed in order to obtain intuitively plausible inter-
pretations for metonymic adjectives. The model presented here can be extended to incorporate
contextual information (e.g., intra- and extra-sentential information), but we leave this to future
work.

4 General Discussion

In this paper we focused on the automatic interpretation of logical metonymy. We showed how
meaning paraphrases for metonymic expressions can be acquired from a large corpus and pro-
vided a probabilistic model which derives a preference ordering on the set of possible meanings
in an unsupervised manner, without relying on the availability of a disambiguated corpus. The

6 We have not compared the model’s predictions against norming data for adjectival metonymies primarily because
such data was not available to us. To our knowledge McElree et al.’s (2001) study is the only example of a norming
study on logical metonymy; however, it concentrates on verbs.
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proposed approach utilises surface syntactic analysis and distributional information that can be
gleaned from a corpus while exploiting correspondences between surface cues and meaning.

Our probabilistic model reflects linguistic observations about the nature of metonymic con-
structions: it predicts variation in interpretation for different verbs/adjectives with respect to the
noun they select for and is faithful to Vendler’s (1968) claim that metonymic expressions are
usually interpreted by a cluster of meanings instead of a single meaning. This contrasts with
Pustejovsky’s (1995) approach which typically assigns a single reading to the metonymic con-
struction, and with the account put forward by Copestake and Briscoe (1995) which assigns
one interpretation conventionally, albeit a default interpretation—in fact this interpretation might
also be of quite a general type (e.g., the event argument toenjoy in enjoy the pebblecan be
assigned the general typeact-on). Our model provides plausible alternatives to the default, and
it augments the general semantic type in the interpretation that’s assigned by these theories with
a plausible range of more specific values; although, in contrast to the hybrid model of interpre-
tation described in Copestake and Lascarides (1997), it does not predict the contexts in which a
statistically dispreferred interpretation is the correct one.

Our approach can be viewed as complementary to linguistic theory: while our model does
not identify odd metonymies in the way that a rule-based model might (we return to this in
Section 4.1), our modeldoesautomatically derive aranking of meanings, thus distinguishing
likely from unlikely interpretations. Even if linguistic theory was able to enumerate all possible
interpretations for a given adjective (note that in the case of polysemous adjectives we would
have to take into account all nouns or noun classes the adjective could possibly modify), in
most cases it does not indicate which ones are likely and which ones are not. Our model fares
well on both tasks. It recasts the problem of logical metonymy in a probabilistic framework and
derives a large number of interpretations not readily available from linguistic introspection. The
information acquired from the corpus can also be used to quantify the argument preferences of
metonymic adjectives. These are only implicit in the lexical semantics literature where certain
adjectives are exclusively given a verb-subject or verb-object interpretation.

4.1 Limitations and Extensions
We chose to model metonymic constructions and their meanings as joint distributions of inter-
dependent linguistic events (e.g., verb-argument relations, verb-adverb modification). Although
linguistically-informed, our approach relies on approximations and simplifying assumptions,
partly motivated by the absence of corpora explicitly annotated with metonymic interpretations.
We generate meaning paraphrases for metonymic constructions solely from co-occurrence data
without taking advantage of taxonomic information. Despite the simplicity of this approach and
its portability to languages for which lexical semantic resources may not be available, there are
certain regularities about the derived interpretations which our model fails to detect.

Consider the interpretations produced forbegin songrepeated here from Table 7:sing, re-
hearse, write, hum, andplay. Our model fails to capture the close correspondence for some of
these meanings. For example,hum andsing are sound emission verbs; they additionally entail
the performance or execution of the song. The verbsrehearseandplay capture only the perfor-
mance aspect and can be thus considered supertypes ofhum andsing (one can play/rehearse
a song by humming it, singing it, drumming it, whistling it, etc.). The verbwrite on the other
hand is neither a performance nor a sound emission verb, it has to do with communication and
creation. Another example iscomfortable chairfor which the model generates:sink into, sit on,
lounge in, relax in, nestle in. The verbssink into, sit on, lounge in, andnestle indescribe the
position one assumes when sitting in the chair, whereasrelax in refers to the state of the person
in the chair. There is no notion of semantic proximity built in the model and correspondences
among semantically related interpretations are not automatically recognised.

An alternative to the knowledge-free approach advocated here is to use taxonomic infor-
mation for obtaining some degree of generalisation over the acquired interpretations. Semantic
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classifications such as WordNet (Miller et al., 1990) or Levin (1993) can be used to group the
obtained verbs into semantically coherent classes. Furthermore, the WordNet semantic hierarchy
can be used to directly estimate probabilities involving either nouns (e.g.,P�rel�v�n�, P�o�e�) or
verbs (e.g.,P�v�e�, P�a�v�). Probabilities can be defined in terms of senses from a semantic hier-
archy by exploiting the fact that the senses can be grouped into classes consisting of semantically
similar senses (Resnik, 1993; Clark and Weir, 2001; McCarthy, 2000; Li and Abe, 1998). So, the
probability P�book�read� can be estimated by taking into account nouns which belong to the
same semantic class asbook and can be read (e.g., journals, novels, scripts) or by focusing on
verbs that are semantically related toread(e.g., interpret, communicate, understand). Note that
estimation of probabilities over classes rather than words can effectively overcome data sparse-
ness and potentially lead to better probability estimates. Currently our models cannot estimate
probabilities for unseen word combinations and WordNet could be used for recreating the fre-
quencies of these combinations (Lapata, Keller, and McDonald, 2001; Clark and Weir, 2001).
However, part of our aim here was to investigate whether it is at all possible to generate interpre-
tations for metonymic constructions without the use of prior knowledge bases which might bias
the acquisition process in uncontrolled and idiosyncratic ways.

A related issue is the fact that our models are ignorant about the potentially different senses
of the noun in the metonymic construction. For example, the combinationfast planemay be a
fast aircraft, or a fast tool, or a fast geometrical plane. Our model derives meanings related to
all three senses of the nounplane. For example, afast planeis not only a plane (i.e., an aircraft)
which flies, lands, or travels quickly, but also a plane (i.e., a surface) which transposes or rotates
quickly and a plane (i.e., a tool) which smoothes something quickly. However, more paraphrases
are derived for the ‘aircraft’ sense of plane; these paraphrases also receive a higher ranking. This
is not surprising since the number of verbs related with the ‘aircraft’ sense of plane are more
frequent than the verbs related with the other two senses. In contrast tofast plane, however,
efficient planeshould probably bias towards the ‘tool’ sense of plane, even though the ‘aircraft’
sense is more frequent in the corpus. One could make the model sensitive to this by investigating
the synonyms to the various senses of plane; moreover the ‘tool’ sense bias ofefficient plane
could also be inferred on the basis thatefficient planeco-occurs with different verbs fromfast
plane. There are also cases where a model-derived paraphrase does not provide disambiguation
clues with respect to the meaning of the noun. Consider the adjective-noun combinationfast
game. The model comes up with the paraphrases game that runs fast or game that goes fast.
Both paraphrases may well refer to either the ‘contest’, ‘activity’, or ‘prey’ sense ofgame. Note
finally that our model can be made sensitive to word sense distinctions by taking into account
noun classes rather than word forms; this modification would allow us to apply the model to
word sense disambiguated metonymic expressions.

Just as the model doesn’t distinguish different uses of nouns, it doesn’t distinguish different
uses of verbs either. For instance, inchoative vs. transitive uses of verbs (e.g.,This book reads
easily vs. John read the book) aren’t distinguished. Automatically identifying inchoative uses
from other uses is achievable in principle, but we believe that our results show that the acquisition
of metonymic interpretations is robust in the face of such ambiguities.

In this paper we have focused on the automaticinterpretationof logical metonymy without
explicitly dealing with therecognitionof verbs or adjectives undergoing logical metonymy. In
default of the latter study which we plan for the future we sketch here briefly how our proposal
can be extended to recognising logical metonymies. A very simple approach would be to use the
proposed model to generate interpretations for metonymic and non-metonymic constructions.
The derived paraphrases and the range of their probabilities can be then used to quantify the
degree of “metonymic-ness” of a given verb or adjective. One would expect that a larger number
of paraphrases is generated for verbs or adjectives for which logical metonymy is possible. We
tested this hypothesis using a metonymic verb (i.e.,enjoy) and a non-metonymic one (i.e.,play).
Enjoy is attested 5,344 times in theBNC in a verb-object relation, whereasplay is attested 12,597
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Table 19
Model-derived paraphrases for odd metonymies, ranked in order of likelihood

begin dictionary begin rock begin keyboard begin highway
compile �19�32 crunch across �18�09 use �20�11 obstruct�20�40
flick through�19�59 climb �18�39 play �20�44 regain �20�79
use �19�80 run towards �18�70 operate �20�56 build �20�80
publish �20�34 percolate through�18�78 assemble�20�78 use �20�81
advance �20�39 dissolve �19�37 tune 20�80 detach �20�82

times (again these numbers are based on information extracted using Cass (Abney, 1996). Using
the model presented in Section 2.1 we generated meaning paraphrases for all verb-object tuples
found for enjoy and play. The model generated 44,701 paraphrases forenjoy and 9,741 for
play. Comparison between the probabilities assigned to the interpretations forenjoy andplay
revealed that the paraphrases obtained forenjoy were on average more likely (Mean��23�53,
Min ��27�02, Max��15�32) than those discovered forplay (Mean��24�67, Min��28�25,
Max��17�24). The difference was statistically significant (using an independent samplest-test;
t�54�440� � 2�505, p� �01). This result indicates thatenjoy is more likely to undergo logical
metonymy thanplay. Another potential indicator of metonymic use is the likelihood of a given
verb or adjective to be found in a certain syntactic construction. Consider the adjectiveblue for
which our model (see Section 3.1) does not generate any meaning paraphrases. The reason for
this is presumably the fact thatblue is not attested as a verb modifier (in contrast to adjectives
like easyor fast).

Such an approach could potentially predict differences in productivity among metonymic
verbs. One would expect the metonymic uses ofattemptfor example to be much less productive
than the metonymic uses ofenjoy andbegin. One could conceivably predict this on the basis of
the frequency anddiversityof NPs inattemptNP constructions that are attested in the corpus,
compared with those forenjoyNP andbeginNP. Furthermore, the model generates paraphrases
for attemptthat are on average less likely in comparison to those generated forenjoy or begin.
However, we leave this for future work.

As argued in Section 2.1 our model cannot distinguish between well-formed and odd metony-
mic constructions; in fact, it will generally provide meaning paraphrases even for combinations
that are deemed to be odd. Consider the examples in (58) and their interpretations in Table 19. In
general the paraphrases generated for problematic data are of worse quality than those produced
for well-formed metonymies. In most cases the model will generate unavailable interpretations
(seebegin highway, begin keyboard). Consider, however the pairbegin rock. Pustejovsky (1995)
observes that although there is no generally available interpretation for a sentence likeMary be-
gan the rockbecause of what we understandbeginto require of its argument and our knowledge
of what rocks are and what you can do to them, as speakers/hearers we tend to accommodate
information into the context so as to interpret otherwise ill-formed expressions. Our model gen-
erates meaning paraphrases that are relatively plausible assuming different pragmatic contexts
for begin rock. One can beginclimbing or running towardsa rock. Someone’s footsteps can
crunch acrossa frozen rock, a material canpercolate througha rock, and rain water candissolve
a rock.

(58)a. ?John began the dictionary.
b. ?Mary began the rock.
c. *John began a keyboard.
d. *John began the highway.

Despite the fact that the model does not recognise odd metonymies, one would expect that
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Table 20
Descriptives for odd and well-formed metonymies

Well-formed N Mean StdDev StdErr
begin book 534 �21�54 1�515 �066
begin cigarette 104 �21�83 1�613 �158
begin coffee 104 �22�03 1�626 �159
begin story 381 �21�73 1�493 �076
easy problem 358 �21�14 1�606 �085
Odd N Mean StdDev StdErr
begin dictionary 76 �22�48 1�440 �165
begin keyboard 50 �22�40 1�337 �189
begin rock 50 �23�55 1�376 �193
begin highway 37 �22�52 1�337 �219
easy programmer 49 �23�23 1�289 �184

low probabilities are assigned to ungrammatical constructions. Table 20 reports some descriptive
statistics on well-formed (top half) and odd metonymies (bottom half) taken from the lexical
semantics literature (Verspoor, 1997; Pustejovsky, 1995). A higher number of interpretations is
generated for well-formed metonymies. Using an independent samplest-test we can compare the
differences in the probabilities assigned to the two types of metonymies. Take for examplebegin
dictionary: the average probability of its interpretations is lower thanbegin book(t�608� �
5�07 p� �01), begin cigarette(t�178� � 2�77, p� �01), begin coffee(t�178� � 2�1, p� �05),
and begin story(t�455� � 4�1, p� �01). Similar results are obtained when comparingbegin
keyboardagainst the well-formed metonymies in Table 19: the probability of its interpretations
is on average lower than those assigned tobegin book, (t�582� � 3�87, p� �01),begin cigarette
(t�152�� 2�15,p� �01), andbegin story(t�429�� 3�02,p� �01). The difference betweenbegin
coffeeandbegin keyboardis not statistically significant (t�152� � 1�39, p� 0�167). However,
the mean forbegin coffeeis slightly higher thanbegin keyboard. Although here we focus on
verbs, similar comparisons can be applied to adjectives. As shown in Table 20 the probabilities
for easy programmerare on average lower than those foreasy problem(t�405� � 8�74,p� �01).

Finally, recall from Section 2.1 that on the basis of Gricean reasoning one would expect to
find in a corpus well-formed metonymies more often than their paraphrases (see Tables 1–3).
Following this line of reasoning one might expect for conventionally odd metonymies the op-
posite situation, i.e., to find the paraphrases more often than the metonymies proper. We tested
this hypothesis for some examples cited in the literature (Verspoor, 1997; Pustejovsky, 1995)
by examining whether paraphrases corresponding to odd metonymies are attested in theBNC

as VP complements. We found plausible paraphrases in theBNC for almost all verb-noun pairs
illustrated in Table 21. This suggests that the corpus data relating to the odd and well-formed ex-
amples are largely compliant with the Gricean predictions. Corpus co-occurrences of verb-noun
combinations and their paraphrases could be exploited in creating a system aimed at quantifying
the grammaticality of metonymic expressions. However, it is beyond the scope of the present
study to develop such a system.

4.2 Relevance for NLP Applications
The meaning paraphrases discovered by our model could be potentially useful for a variety of
NLP tasks. One obvious application is Natural Language Generation. For example, a generator
that has knowledge of the fact thatfast planecorresponds to a plane that flies fast can exploit
this information either to render the text shorter (in cases where the input representation is a sen-
tence) or longer (in cases where the input representation is an adjective-noun pair). Information
retrieval is another relevant application. Consider a search engine faced with the queryfast plane.
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Table 21
BNC frequencies for odd metonymic expressions

Odd beginNP beginV-ing NP

begin chair 0 9
begin tunnel 0 4
begin keyboard 0 0
begin tree 1 13
begin highway 0 2
begin film 0 7
begin nail 0 4
begin door 0 18
begin dictionary 0 3
begin rock 0 17

Table 22
Five most likely interpretations forgood authorandgood language

good author good language
write SUBJ �21�81 use OBJ �17�39
work SUBJ �21�97 verse in OBJ �17�89
describe SUBJ �22�03 speak OBJ �18�32
know OBJ �22�05 know OBJ �19�18
engage with OBJ �22�23 learn OBJ �19�36

Presumably one would not like to obtain information about planes in general or about planes that
go down or burn fast but rather about planes that fly or travel fast. So knowledge about the most
likely interpretations offast planecould help rank relevant documents before non-relevant ones
or restrict the number of retrieved documents.

Note that in the case of adjectives, it is not just the paraphrase but also the grammatical
function that needs to be determined. Rendering an adjective-noun combination with an object-
or subject-related paraphrase can be worked out by computing the biases discussed in Section 3.4.
So, if we know thatfast has a subject bias, we can concentrate only on the subject-related inter-
pretations. The choice of grammatical function is less straightforward in the case of equi-biased
adjectives. In fact, it is possible that the interpretation for the same adjective varies depending
on the noun it modifies. For example, agood authorwrites well, whereas agood languageis
good to learn, hear, study. A simple way to address this is to select the interpretations with the
highest probability. Forgood authorandgood languagethe five most likely interpretations (and
their grammatical functions) according to the model (see Section 3.3) are given in Table 22. As
can be seen, subject-related interpretations are ranked higher forgood author; the opposite is
true forgood language. Another possibility for determining the grammatical function for equi-
biased adjectives is to directly compare verb-object and verb-subject interpretations for a partic-
ular adjective-noun combination. To illustrate with an example, consider the following. Forgood
authorthe model produces 107 object-related paraphrases and 199 subject-related ones. Further-
more, the subject-related probabilities are on average higher than the object-related ones and the
difference is statistically significant (using a one-tailedt-test,t�304� � 3�26, p� �01). Forgood
languagethe object-related paraphrases are 253 and the subject-related ones are 180. The for-
mer are assigned higher probabilities than the latter and the difference is statistically significant
(t�431� � 3�80, p� �01).

Machine translation is another related application. A logical metonymy may be acceptable
in a source language but unacceptable in the target language. Consider the example in (59): its
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direct translation into German produces a semantically unacceptable sentence (see (60a)). In this
case we need to spell out the metonymy in order to obtain an acceptable translation for German
and our model can be used to provide the missing information by generating meaning para-
phrases. Under such an approach, we would not translate (59) directly but one of its paraphrases
(see (60b,c)).

(59) Peter attempted the peak.

(60)a. * Peter
Peter

hat
has

den
the

Gipfel
peak

versucht.
attempted

‘Peter attempted the peak.’
b. Peter

Peter
hat
has

den
the

Gipfel
peak

zu
to

besteigen
climb

versucht.
attempted

‘Peter attempted to climb the peak.’
c. Peter

Peter
hat
has

den
the

Gipfel
peak

zu
to

erreichen
reach

versucht.
attempted

‘Peter attempted to reach the peak.’

5 Related Work

In contrast to the extensive theoretical literature on the topic of logical metonymy, little atten-
tion has been paid to the phenomenon from an empirical perspective. Briscoe et al. (1990) and
Verspoor (1997) undertake a manual analysis of logical metonymies found in naturally occurring
text. Their results show that logical metonymy is a relatively widespread phenomenon and that
most metonymic examples can be interpreted on the basis of the head noun’s qualia structure
assuming a theoretical framework similar to Pustejovsky’s (1991). Verspoor’s (1997) analysis
of the metonymic verbsbeginandfinish demonstrates that context plays a relatively small role
for the interpretation of these verbs: 95.0% of the logical metonymies forbeginand 95.6% the
logical metonymies forfinish can resolved on the basis of information provided by the noun
the verb selects for. Briscoe et al.’s (1990) work further suggests ways of acquiring qualia struc-
tures for nouns by combining information extracted from machine-readable dictionaries and cor-
pora. Our probabilistic formulation of logical metonymy allows us to discover interpretations
for metonymic constructions without presupposing the existence of qualia-structures. In fact, we
show that a simple statistical learner in combination with a shallow syntactic analyser yields
relatively intuitive results, considering the simplifications and approximations in the system.

Perhaps more relevant to the work presented here are previous approaches to the automatic
interpretation of general metonymy (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Nunberg, 1995). This is slightly
different from logical metonymy, in that the examples aren’t usually analysed in terms of seman-
tic type coercion. But the phenomena are closely related. Generally speaking an expressionA
is considered a metonymy, ifA deviates from its literal denotation in that it stands for an entity
B which is not expressed explicitly but is conceptually related toA via a contiguity relationr
(Markert and Hahn, 1997). A typical example of general metonymy is given in (61): in (61a) the
bottle stands for its content (i.e., the liquid in the bottle) and in (61b)Shakespearestands for his
works. The contiguity relationr between the bottle and its liquid isContainer for Contents; for
Shakespeare and his works the contiguity relation isProducer for Product.

(61)a. Denise drank the bottle.
b. Peter read Shakespeare.

Previous approaches to processing metonymy typically rely heavily on the availability of man-
ually constructed knowledge-bases or semantic networks (Fass, 1991; Inverson and Helmreich,
1992; Bouaud, Bachimont, and Zweigenbaum, 1996; Hobbs et al., 1993). Furthermore, most im-
plementations either contain no evaluation (Fass, 1991; Inverson and Helmreich, 1992; Hobbs et
al., 1993) or report results on the development data (Bouaud et al. 1996).
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The approach put forward by Utiyama, Murata, and Isahara (2000) is perhaps the most com-
parable to our own work. Utiyama et al. describe a statistical approach to the interpretation of
general metonymies (see (61)) for Japanese. Utiyama et al.’s algorithm interprets verb-object
metonymies by generating the entities for which the object stands for. These entities are ranked
using a statistical measure. Given an expression like (62), nouns related toShakespeareare ex-
tracted from the corpus (e.g.,si ‘poem’, tyosyo‘writings’, sakuhin‘works’) and ranked accord-
ing to their likelihood. Two types of syntactic relations are used as cues for the interpretation of
metonymic expressions: (a) the noun phraseA no B roughly corresponding to the EnglishB of
A whereA is the noun figuring in the metonymic expression (e.g.,Shakespearein (62)) andB
is the noun it stands for (e.g.,sakuhin‘works’) and (b) nouns co-occurring with the target noun
(e.g.,Shakespeare) within the target sentence.

(62) Shakespeare
Shakespeare

wo
ACC

yomu
read

‘read Shakespeare’

Given a metonymy of the formA R V the appropriateness of a nounB as an interpretation of
A is defined as:

LQ�B�A�R�V� �
P�B�A�Q�P�R�V�B�

P�R�V�
(63)

whereV is the verb in the metonymic expression,A is its object,R is A’s case marker (e.g.,wo
(accusative)),B is the nounA stands for, andQ is the relationQ bears toA (e.g.,no). The
probabilities in (63) are estimated from a large morphologically analysed Japanese corpus of
newspaper texts (approximately 153 million words). A Japanese thesaurus is used for the estima-
tion of the termP�R�V�B� when the frequencyf �R�V�B� is zero (see Utiyama et al. 2000 for the
derivation and estimation of (63)). Utiyama et al.’s approach is tested on 75 metonymies taken
from the literature. It achieves a precision of 70.6% as measured by one of the authors according
to the following criterion: a metonymic interpretation was considered correct if it made sense in
some context.

Our approach is conceptually similar to Utiyama et al. (2000). Metonymies are interpreted
using corpora as the inventory of the missing information. In contrast to Utiyama et al., we use
no information external to the corpus (e.g., a thesaurus); sparse data problems are tackled via
independence assumptions and syntactic information is obtained through shallow text analysis
(Utiyama et al. 2000 rely on morphological analysis to provide cues for syntactic information).
The most striking difference, however, between our work and Utiyama et al.’s is methodological.
Their evaluation is subjective and limited to examples taken from the literature. The appropri-
ateness of their statistical measure (see (63)) is not explored and it is not clear whether it can
derive an intuitively plausible ranking of interpretations or whether it can extend to examples
found in naturally occurring text. We test our probabilistic formulation of logical metonymy
against a variety of examples taken from the corpus and the derived interpretations are evaluated
objectively using standard experimental methodology. Furthermore, the appropriateness of the
proposed model is evaluated via comparisons to a naive baseline.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a statistical approach to logical metonymy. We acquired the meanings
of metonymic constructions from a large corpus and introduced a probabilistic model which
provides a ranking on the set of possible interpretations. We identified semantic information
automatically by exploiting the consistent correspondences between surface syntactic cues and
meaning.
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We evaluated our results against paraphrase judgements elicited experimentally from sub-
jects naive to linguistic theory and showed that the model’s ranking of meanings correlates re-
liably with human intuitions. Comparison between our model and human judgements yields a
reliable correlation of�64 for verb-noun combinations and�40 for adjective-noun pairs. Further-
more, our model performs reliably better than a naive baseline model, which only achieves a
correlation of�42 in the case of verbs and�25 in the case of adjectives.

Our approach combined insights from linguistic theory (i.e., Pustejovsky’s 1995 theory of
Qualia Structure and Vendler’s 1968 observations) with corpus-based acquisition techniques,
probabilistic modelling, and experimental evaluation. Our results empirically test the validity
of linguistic generalisations and extend their coverage. Furthermore, in agreement with other
lexical acquisition studies (Merlo and Stevenson, 2001; Barzilay and McKeown, 2001; Siegel
and McKeown, 2000; Light, 1996; McCarthy, 2000; Rooth et al., 1999), we show that that it is
possible to extract semantic information from corpora even if they are not semantically annotated
in any way.
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Appendix A. The WebExp Software Package

As part of the evaluation of the probabilistic models presented in this paper we conducted
two psycholinguistic experiments. These experiments were administered using WebExp (Cor-
ley, Keller, and Scheepers, 2000), a software package designed for conducting psycholinguistic
studies over the web.7

WebExp is a set of Java classes for conducting psycholinguistic experiments over the world
wide web. The software consists of two modules: the WebExp server, which is a stand-alone Java
application, and the WebExp client, which is implemented as a Java applet. The server applica-
tion runs on the web server that hosts the experiment, and waits for client applets to connect to it.
It issues experimental materials to clients, and records participants’ responses. The client applet
is typically embedded into a web page that contains the instructions for the experiment. When
a participant starts the experiment, the WebExp client will download the experimental materials
from the WebExp server and administer them to the participant. After the experiment is com-
pleted, it will send the participants’ responses to the server, along with other participant-specific
data.

As Java is a full-fledged programming language, it gives the web designer maximal control
over the interactive features of a web site. WebExp makes use of this flexibility to keep the
experimental procedure as constant as possible across participants. An important aspect is that
the sequence in which the experimental items are administered is fixed for each participant: the
participant does not have the possibility to go back to previous stimuli and to inspect or change
previous responses. (If the participant hits the ‘back’ button on the browser, the experiment will
terminate.) WebExp also provides timings of participant responses by measuring the response
onset time and the completion time for each answer. The studies reported in this paper make
no direct use of these timings. Nevertheless, the timings are useful to screen the responses for
anomalies, i.e., to eliminate the subjects who responded too quickly (and thus probably did not
complete the experiment in a serious fashion), or those who responded too slowly (and thus
were probably distracted while doing the experiment). WebExp automatically tests the response
timings against upper and lower limits provided by the experimenter and excludes participants
whose timings are anomalous. Further manual checks can be carried out on the response timings
later on.

Apart from providing response timing, WebExp also offers a set of safeguards that are meant
to ensure the authenticity of the participants taking part, and exclude participants from partici-
pating more than once.

Email AddressEach participant has to provide their email address. An automatic plausibility
check is conducted on the address to ensure that it is syntactically valid. If the address is valid,
then WebExp sends an email to this address at the end of the experiment (the email typically con-
tains a message thanking the participant for taking part). If the email bounces, the experimenter
is effectively informed that a participant is likely to have used a fake identity, and has the option
of excluding their responses from further analysis.

Personal DataBefore the experiment proper commences, each participant has to fill in a short
questionnaire supplying name, age, sex, handedness, and language background. These data al-
low manual plausibility checks such that participants who provide implausible answers can be
eliminated from the data set.

7 The WebExp software package is distributed free of charge for non-commercial purposes. For information on how to
obtain the latest version, please visit the sitehttp://www.hcrc.ed.ac.uk/web exp/. A central entry page for all
experiments using WebExp can be found athttp://www.language-experiments.org/.
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ResponsesA manual inspection of the responses allows the experimenter to detect participants
who have misunderstood the instructions or who responded in an anomalous fashion, e.g., by
giving the same response to every item.

Connection DataThe software also logs data related to the participant’s web connection. This
includes the internet address of their machine and the operating system and browser they use.
This information (in addition to the email address) is valuable in detecting participants who take
part more than once.

Apart from making it possible to administer experiments over the web, WebExp can also be
used in a conventional laboratory setting. Here, WebExp has the advantage of being platform-
independent (as it is implemented in Java), i.e., it will run on any computer that is connected to
the internet and runs a web browser. Comparisons of experimental data obtained from internet
experiments (using WebExp) and their laboratory-based counterparts (Keller and Asudeh, 2002;
Keller and Alexopoulou, 2001; Corley and Scheepers, in press) revealed high correlations be-
tween the two types of data sets; the comparisons also demonstrated that the same main effects
are obtained from web-based and laboratory-based experiments.

Appendix B. Materials

B.1. Experiment 1
The following is a list of the materials used in Experiment 1.

(64) David finished a course David finished writing a course

The modulus is shown in (64). The verb-noun pairs and their selected interpretations (In-
terpr) are illustrated in Table 23. In addition, we show the mean ratings (Rtg) for each paraphrase
according to the subjects’ responses and their probability (Prob) according to the model.

B.2. Experiment 4
The experimental item in (65) was presented as the modulus in Experiment 4.

(65) hard substance a substance that is hard to alter

The verbalterwas selected from the interpretations which were derived by the model for the
adjective-noun combinationhard substanceand corresponded to the Medium Probability band.
The experimental materials are shown in Tables 24 and 25.

Appendix C. Descriptive Statistics

Table 26 displays the descriptive statistics for the model probabilities and the subject ratings for
Experiments 1 and 4.
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Table 23
Materials for Experiment 1, with Mean Ratings and model probabilities

Verb-noun High Medium Low
Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Rtg Prob

attempt definition analyse �0�087 �21�44 recall �0�0338�22�84 support �0�1571�23�87
attempt peak climb 0�2646�20�22 claim �0�0900�23�53 include �0�4450�24�85
attempt question reply to 0�1416�18�96 set �0�2666�21�63 stick to �0�3168�22�55
attempt smile give 0�2490�19�43 rehearse�0�1976�22�21 look at �0�4722�23�74
attempt walk take 0�1807�19�81 schedule�0�1649�22�71 lead �0�1863�23�85
begin game play 0�2798�15�11 modify �0�3403�21�52 command�0�2415�23�46
begin photograph develop 0�0816�21�11 test �0�2147�22�49 spot �0�4054�23�69
begin production organise 0�0502�19�09 influence�0�2329�21�98 tax �0�4367�22�78
begin test take 0�2699�17�97 examine�0�1424�21�78 assist �0�3440�24�11
begin theory formulate 0�2142�18�28 present 0�1314�21�54 assess �0�1356�22�40
enjoy book read 0�2891�16�48 discuss �0�1515�23�33 build �0�5404�25�52
enjoy city live in 0�2028�20�77 come to 0�1842�23�50 cut �0�6957�24�67
enjoy concert listen to 0�2779�20�91 throw �0�2442�23�61 make �0�2571�24�97
enjoy dish cook �0�1223�20�21 choose �0�2373�24�61 bring �0�3385�25�33
enjoy story write �0�0731�19�08 learn �0�0887�23�50 choose �0�2607�24�61
expect order hear 0�2087�20�29 read 0�0628�22�92 prepare �0�3634�23�25
expect poetry see 0�1100�20�43 learn �0�0601�22�81 prove �0�4985�25�00
expect reply get 0�2696�20�23 listen to 0�1178�23�48 share �0�2725�23�77
expect reward collect 0�2721�21�91 claim 0�1950�23�13 extend �0�3743�23�52
expect supper eat 0�2487�21�27 start 0�0285�23�20 seek �0�3526�23�91
finish gig play 0�2628�20�34 plan �0�1780�24�47 use �0�5341�25�69
finish novel translate 0�0474�21�81 examine�0�1323�24�01 take �0�4375�25�53
finish project work on 0�3113�18�79 study 0�0679�24�31 sell �0�1692�25�05
finish room wallpaper 0�1497�19�07 construct 0�0444�22�48 show �0�6305�24�59
finish video watch 0�3165�22�37 analyse �0�0482�24�33 describe �0�1718�25�26
postpone bill debate �0�0401�22�38 give �0�2028�25�36 think �0�6238�27�92
postpone decision make 0�3297�20�38 publish �0�1087�24�03 live �0�4984�25�56
postpone paymentmake 0�2745�21�85 arrange 0�0166�23�21 read �0�4675�25�91
postpone question hear �0�1974�23�45 assess �0�0795�24�70 go to �0�5383�24�94
postpone trial go to �0�1110�23�49 make �0�1425�25�50 hear 0�0336�25�75
prefer bike ride 0�2956�20�64 mount �0�1617�22�95 go for �0�2119�24�49
prefer film go to 0�2456�21�63 develop �0�1861�23�07 identify �0�4657�24�69
prefer gas use 0�3078�20�28 measure�0�2903�23�88 encourage�0�5074�25�33
prefer people talk with 0�1235�20�52 sit with 0�0283�22�75 discover �0�2687�25�26
prefer river swim in 0�0936�19�53 sail 0�0433�22�93 marry �0�7269�24�13
resist argument contest �0�0126�22�66 continue 0�0224�24�43 draw �0�4551�25�51
resist invitation accept 0�2497�21�56 leave �0�3620�25�10 offer �0�5301�26�29
resist pressure take �0�1481�22�67 make �0�3602�24�98 see �0�4382�25�22
resist proposal work on �0�0597�23�56 take on 0�1286�24�50 call �0�2906�25�99
resist song whistle �0�0013�22�11 start �0�1551�24�47 hold �0�5691�26�50
start experiment implement 0�1744�21�57 study 0�0184�22�70 need �0�5299�24�09
start letter write 0�3142�15�59 study �0�0877�22�70 hear �0�4526�24�50
start treatment receive 0�2888�19�53 follow 0�1933�22�45 assess �0�2536�24�01
survive course give 0�0164�22�87 make �0�1426�24�48 write �0�1458�26�27
survive journey make 0�2719�22�31 take 0�2324�24�43 claim �0�5388�25�84
survive problem create �0�2697�21�12 indicate �0�3267�23�01 confirm �0�3625�25�08
survive scandal experience 0�2200�24�61 create �0�2115�26�02 take �0�3068�27�33
survive wound receive 0�2012�24�49 produce �0�4361�26�32 see �0�2668�26�97
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Table 23
(continued)

Verb-noun High Medium Low
Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Rtg Prob

try drug take 0�1077�17�81 grow �0�2516�22�09 hate �0�4777�23�88
try light turn 0�2397�18�10 reach for �0�1163�21�23 come with�0�5310�23�93
try shampoo use 0�1404�20�09 pack �0�3496�21�56 like �0�2581�24�56
try sport get into 0�1379�19�65 encourage�0�2378�21�09 consider �0�2223�22�82
try vegetable eat 0�2068�19�64 chop �0�0780�21�38 compare �0�3248�22�38
want bed lay on 0�1154�19�17 reserve 0�0369�21�24 settle in 0�0015�22�26
want hat buy 0�2560�17�84 examine �0�2127�21�56 land on �0�6379�22�38
want man marry 0�0826�15�50 torment �0�2764�20�99 assess �0�2510�22�22
want money make 0�1578�15�16 handle �0�0929�20�91 represent �0�4031�22�92
want programme produce�0�1980�18�86 teach �0�1743�20�94 hate �0�6788�22�63
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Table 24
Materials for Experiment 4, with Mean Ratings (object interpretations)

Adjective-noun High Medium Low
Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Rtg Prob

difficult consequencecope with �3834�18�61 analyse �0270�20�43 refer to ��3444�24�68
difficult customer satisfy �4854�20�27 help �3228�22�20 drive ��4932�22�64
difficult friend live with �2291�19�11 approach �0798�21�75 miss ��5572�23�04
difficult group work with �3066�18�64 teach �2081�21�00 respond to �1097�22�66
difficult hour endure �3387�21�17 complete ��1386�21�83 enjoy �1600�23�18
easy comparison make �4041�17�73 discuss ��0901�22�09 come to �3670�23�03
easy food cook �2375�18�93 introduce ��3673�21�94 finish ��1052�23�15
easy habit get into �2592�17�48 explain ��2877�21�79 support ��0523�23�70
easy point score �3255�18�77 answer �1198�20�65 know ��0307�23�43
easy task perform �4154�17�56 manage �3094�21�30 begin �0455�22�48
fast device drive ��0908�22�35 make �2948�23�65 see ��4817�25�00
fast launch stop ��5438�23�79 make �0075�25�19 see ��3963�25�84
fast pig catch ��5596�23�98 stop �6285�24�30 use ��5350�25�66
fast rhythm beat �0736�20�46 feel ��1911�25�24 make ��1296�25�60
fast town protect ��5896�23�66 make ��4564�23�90 use ��4996�25�66
good climate grow up in �2343�19�65 play in ��6498�22�18 experience��4842�23�20
good documentation use �2549�21�89 produce ��2374�22�38 include �1110�23�73
good garment wear �2343�20�23 draw ��6498�22�71 measure ��4842�23�16
good language know �2188�19�18 reinforce ��1383�22�48 encourage��0418�22�81
good postcard send �1540�20�17 draw ��3248�22�71 look at �2677�23�34
hard logic understand �2508�18�96 express �0980�22�76 impose ��2398�23�11
hard number remember �0326�20�30 use ��3428�21�14 create ��4122�22�69
hard path walk �2414�21�08 maintain �0343�21�64 explore �1830�23�01
hard problem solve �4683�15�92 express �0257�21�26 admit ��2913�23�39
hard war fight �2380�17�31 get through �2968�21�32 enjoy ��5381�23�18
slow child adopt ��5028�19�72 find ��7045�22�52 forget ��6153�23�93
slow hand grasp ��5082�18�03 win �2524�22�07 produce ��3360�22�52
slow meal provide ��0540�19�55 begin �2546�21�14 bring ��3965�23�29
slow minute take ��1396�19�48 fill �1131�22�06 meet ��6083�23�30
slow progress make �3617�18�50 bring ��1519�22�64 give ��2700�24�89
safe building use �1436�20�83 arrive at ��1640�23�55 come in �0306�23�96
safe drug release �1503�23�23 try �1930�23�62 start �1614�24�31
safe house go to �2139�20�87 get ��3438�22�41 make ��3490�23�19
safe speed arrive at ��0242�23�55 keep �1498�23�59 allow �2093�25�04
safe system operate �2431�19�78 move ��2363�22�85 start �0013�24�60
right accent speak in �1732�19�90 know ��1223�22�50 hear �0946�22�79
right book read �1938�18�89 lend ��0188�22�60 suggest �0946�24�90
right school apply to �2189�21�76 complain to��3736�22�82 reach ��2756�23�69
right structure build ��1084�19�88 teach ��1084�22�76 support ��0505�24�92
right uniform wear �1990�19�79 provide ��1084�24�09 look at ��0505�25�24
wrong author accuse ��1925�21�90 read �0450�24�09 consider �0653�24�50
wrong colour use �2366�21�78 look for �0587�22�78 look at ��1907�24�89
wrong note give �0222�22�29 keep �2014�22�64 accept ��1462�24�16
wrong post assume ��3000�20�10 make �2579�23�81 consider ��0466�24�50
wrong strategy adopt �2804�19�86 encourage �1937�23�51 look for �0135�24�39
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Table 25
Materials for Experiment 4, with Mean Ratings (subject interpretations)

Adjective-noun High Medium Low
Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Rtg Prob Interpr Interpr Prob

difficult customer buy ��2682�20�19 pick ��2050�22�58 begin ��3560�24�83
difficult friend explain ��4658�20�16 neglect ��5274�21�75 enjoy ��4711�23�59
difficult passage read �1668�20�46 speak ��3600�22�62 appear ��4030�23�78
difficult piece read �1052�20�30 survive ��5080�22�28 continue ��1006�23�89
difficult spell break ��3047�19�80 create ��2412�22�81 start ��3661�23�50
easy car start ��1652�21�01 move ��2401�21�42 close ��5750�23�94
easy change occur �1999�20�32 prove �2332�21�57 sit ��0932�23�27
easy food cook �0443�20�28 change ��6046�22�25 form ��3918�22�96
easy habit develop �1099�21�43 start �1156�23�21 appear ��3490�24�70
easy task fit ��3882�20�77 end ��0982�22�90 continue �0474�24�11
fast device go �2638�22�80 come ��3652�23�91 add ��2219�24�68
fast horse run �4594�20�78 work �0025�22�98 add ��5901�24�64
fast lady walk ��0261�22�31 work ��0716�23�90 see ��4816�25�15
fast pig run �2081�22�57 come ��1807�23�91 get ��2764�24�75
fast town grow ��3601�18�66 spread ��3289�22�84 sell ��3462�24�33
good ad read �1248�22�39 sell �2154�22�72 run ��0832�22�78
good climate change ��3748�21�30 improve��3312�22�57 begin ��4093�23�36
good egg look ��0581�21�79 develop ��2457�22�02 appear �1149�24�01
good light work ��0022�19�42 spread ��2023�21�75 increase ��4349�23�82
good show run �0787�21�07 continue��0798�22�79 die ��6569�23�79
hard fish bite ��3583�20�39 pull ��2579�22�53 appear ��2568�22�79
hard logic get ��1211�21�90 sell ��4533�22�18 go ��4388�24�59
hard substance keep �0227�21�28 remain �0978�22�93 seem �1971�23�03
hard toilet flush ��1796�20�46 look ��3465�23�77 start ��6835�24�60
hard war break out ��4969�16�94 grow ��2792�22�21 increase ��2602�23�60
safe building approach ��6815�22�87 stay �0852�23�09 start ��5152�23�53
safe drug come ��3802�19�41 play ��5562�22�24 try ��3126�22�45
safe man eat ��5434�21�23 ignore ��6673�21�89 agree ��6509�23�16
safe speed go ��3116�16�26 leave ��6136�20�24 remain �1267�22�87
safe system operate �3697�19�92 continue �0374�21�48 think ��4845�22�90
slow child react �1485�22�66 adapt �1556�23�21 express ��0256�24�60
slow hand move �0738�22�24 draw �0039�23�38 work ��0346�25�56
slow meal go �1237�20�57 run ��1474�21�47 become ��2802�23�17
slow minute pass �2717�23�17 start ��4423�23�49 win ��6709�24�64
slow sleep come ��0671�19�56 follow ��3108�22�56 seem ��2169�24�85
right accent go ��1727�18�54 sound �1928�21�14 fall ��3926�22�76
right book read ��2429�19�50 feel ��1027�21�74 discuss ��2195�23�61
right character live ��2505�22�65 set ��4063�23�14 feel ��1651�23�92
right people vote ��4541�21�70 eat ��5921�22�81 answer ��0992�24�68
right school teach �0159�20�91 start ��3466�24�03 stand ��3839�24�88
wrong author go ��4348�20�59 think ��4128�22�96 read ��5542�24�50
wrong business think ��4018�23�15 spend ��4416�23�85 hope ��5608�24�18
wrong colour go �1846�20�93 show ��0819�23�54 seem �2869�24�18
wrong note conclude ��2575�21�24 show ��3480�23�87 tell ��2732�24�45
wrong policy encourage��0401�21�71 identify ��2167�23�56 accept �0183�23�76
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Table 26
Descriptives for model probabilities and subject ratings

Model Probabilities, Experiment 1
Rank Mean StdDev StdEr Min Max

High �21�62 2�59 �26 �24�62 �15�11
Medium �22�65 2�19 �22 �26�32 �20�90
Low �23�23 2�28 �22 �27�92 �22�22

Subject Ratings, Experiment 1
Rank Mean StdDev StdEr Min Max

High 0�1449 0�2355 0�0309 �0�2697 0�3297
Medium �0�1055 0�2447 0�0321 �0�4361 0�2324
Low �0�3848 0�2728 0�0358 �0�7269 0�0336

Model Probabilities, Experiment 4
Rank Mean StdDev StdEr Min Max

High �20�49 1�71 �18 �23�99 �15�93
Medium �22�62 �99 �10 �25�24 �20�24
Low �23�91 �86 �18 �25�85 �22�46

Subject Ratings, Experiment 4
Rank Mean StdDev StdEr Min Max

High ��0005 �2974 �0384 ��68 �49
Medium ��1754 �3284 �0424 ��70 �31
Low ��2298 �3279 �0423 ��68 �37
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